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introduction
almost thirty years after the mormons arrived

in

the salt lake

valley and nearly thirty miles away a few brave souls began to settle on
virgin land outside the mormon villages of lehi alpine and american fork in

north utah county

many of these first homesteaders moved away before

their new place of residence ever received a name since 1850 when the
surrounding communities were settled this area was referred to as the

bench which it did resemble because

it

was a long flat elevated plain

located above the valley floor near the western foothills of the wasatch

mountains see map

1

the scottish

immigrants however who began to

farm on the bench in the 1870s and 1880s decided that highland was a
more appropriate and descriptive title since it reminded them of their

highlands of home

it took some time for this name to take hold but by

1890 the church and government began to acknowledge this designation
their records

the history of highlands

origin as a community is significant in the

historiography of mormonism and early utah

speaking of the importance

that local community histories could have on the broader more general
history of utah one historian made the following observation
1

in

MAPI
MAP

1

the state of utah
and utah county

sait lake city
salt

source drawn by author from atlas of U
utah wayne L wahlquist ed
provo utah brigham young university press 1981 p 18

2

the town generally speaking not only stands at the center of
the mormon experience but that indeed it long stood at the center of
the churchs entire experience and studies which bypass life of
everyday mormons at the town level to focus upon the church hierarchy
unfilled mormon historys most fertile
and upon salt lake city leave untilled
seedbed
1

the

mormon village has been popularly researched by sociologists

and historians

2

but the breakdown of this highly structured colonization

pattern has received little attention the pioneer migration of mormons to
migration within
outmigration
utah has been well documented but the sequestered out

utah has been hardly recognized
S peterson
12
p 3312

charles
3 1976

3

the histories of original utah

A mormon village

one mans west journal of mormon history

asee
2see
ee leonard J arrington great basin
bmin
amin kingdom cambridge mass harvard university
press 1958 pgs
223 354
95 215
355 382
384 milton R hunter brigham young
ggs 88
youni the
382384
215223
354355
8895
118 133 142163
142 163 dean L
59 67 118133
ggs 5967
colonizer salt lake city deseret news press 1941 pgs
mayy
mormon town as a setting for the study of cultural
may
mayl
the
the making of saints
0
O uart erly
92 lowry nelson the mormon
driy 45 winter 1977 p 75
change utah historical quarterly
7592
and technique of land settlement salt lake city university of utah
village A pattern pd
press 1952 charles S peterson A mormon village one mans west journal of mormon
12 joel E ricks forms and methods of early mormon settlement
loment
lement
history 3 1976 p 3312
his
logan utah utah state university press 1964 wayne L wahlquist settlement processes
1890
phd diss university of nebraska 1974 donald
18471890
areal 1847
in the mormon core area
W meinig the mormon culture region strategies and patterns in the geography on the
1964 annals of the association of american geographers 55 june
18471964
american west 1847
1965 p 191
191220.
220 richard H jackson the mormon village genesis and antecedents of the
191220
young university
223 240
sily studies 17 winter 1977 p 223240
Univer sity
briiih
city of
zion plan brigham
ofzion

mon sa
s0

outmigration
of historical research completed on the out
migration
very
see lowell ben bennion A geo
verv of great basin
within utah
discovery
geographers
grvh ers Disco
grah
kingdom great basin kingdom revisited thomas G alexander ed logan utah utah
most of utah colonization literature which refers to the outstate university press 1991
migration of mormons does so in the sense that large companies of mormons left the state
because they were responding to a church call of settling beyond the borders of utah in order
to enlarge and strengthen the boundaries of mormonism for example richard sherlock
mormon migration and settlement after 1875 journal of mormon his
68
history 2 1975 p 53
5368
your
peterson
up
mission mormon colonization along
charles S Pe
alone the little colorado
take
tersonI
1900
18701900
19w tucson university of arizona press 1973 john F palmer mormon
river 1870
settlements in the san juan basin of colorado and new mexico MA thesis brigham young

there

is a deficiency in the amount

mon

3

settlements have been written and rewritten but the later development of
smaller free
lance communities as outgrowths of larger organized
freelance

settlements has been barely noticed

some of these bedroom communities

like an illegitimate child suffer from a historical identity crisis not knowing

who conceived them

one obvious reason why these settlements have largely been
ignored is because they were so gradual in their development and slow in

growth that no one noticed or was interested

in

their history until long after

the original settlers had died or moved away leaving few records behind
free lance communities are not
them another reason why histories of the freelance

as prevalent is because they were not founded by the prominent pioneers
who were publicly more visible and enumerated than the private families
who broke away from the tradition of residing

in

the village this thesis is

an attempt to narrow the gap between the historical awareness of the
historically popular mormon village which was carefully planned and quickly

populated and the marginal sometimes obscure community which was
inchoately settled at a slow random pace

highland utah was colonized

by an unrenowned populace who came to the bench sporadically and

salutarily

to appreciate the unique and aberrant style of settlement which
university 1967 judson H flower jr mormon colonization of the san luis of colorado
190011
1878190011
1900 MA thesis brigham young university 1966 albert R page orson hyde and
1878
18781900
the carson valley mission MA thesis brigham young university 1970
N

4

highland represents chapter one will review the distinctive mormon
hierarchy the mormon
colonization pattern of settlement fostered by church hierarchythe
village

emulative of the puritan colonies the village received commanding

endorsement as the authorized place of residence from proclaimed prophets

joseph smith and brigham young both former new englanders nearly
every community established by the mormons before their arrival to the

great basin

in

1847 until youngs death

in

1877 was patterned after the
every village was

vision of the prophet joseph smith to build a city of zion

to be a consecrated place a covenanted community
like the biblical

seeking to become

city of enoch where every resident according to mormon

doctrine experienced a unity of one heart and one mind

if

secondary to

the spiritual goals the village type of settlement was also strongly
sanctioned for physical protection social interaction economic

advancement and educational as well as cultural opportunities prior to
the late nineteenth century mormon families who resided outside a
theocratic village were acting contrary to church counsel based upon the
recommendation given by mormon authorities any land outside the city
limits to private homesteading
limits was considered off
home steading
offlimits

however

in

the

1870s this ideology began to change

the

coming of the railroad and the enactment of the homestead

laws in 1869 incited a deterioration of the mormon land monopoly in the

great basin the railroad permitted an increasing population including
5

adventurous newcomers to enter the territory while the homestead laws
4
gentiles4
mormons
mormons
Mor mons and gentiles
Mor mons dissatisfied cormons
enabled second generation cormons

to purchase property outside the village these conditions helped create the
early history of highland

between 1870 and 1880 three people received

homestead rights to land located on the bench from 1881 to 1890 the
original three homesteaders had exploded to thirty and the remaining

acreage

in

highland was taken when seven additional homesteads were

claimed between 1891 and 1903

not everyone who homesteaded
chapter two
speculate

will identify and examine

in land

in

highland lived in highland

nonresidents
the non
residents who were willing to

but not take the risk of being viewed as an outcast by

living outside the village

chapter three provides a history of the fiercely

independent first residents of highland who

in

some cases were seeking

autonomy from the church or the village and

in

other instances were just

trying to establish a place of their own because of the crowded

overpopulated conditions causing a shortage of land within their agricultural
environment comparing the historical background of the nonresidents with

the residents certain patterns of similarities and differences become

apparent these patterns will be discussed

throughout the history of highland there

in

chapter four finally

is a chain of continuity

some

term has several different connotations even in the mormon church it has various
meanings but in this thesis the term will be strictly used to describe those who are not members
of the mormon church

this

6

common threads that tie the communitys past with her present these will
be reviewed in an aftermath and conclusion

during the american nineteenth century there was nothing ordinary
or dull about the achievement of establishing a town no matter how humble

and slow its beginning or how proud and quick its end

how certain communities were originated

in

it is no more heroic

utah by illustrious pioneers

who believed they were fulfilling a mission for god than the establishment
of a town by ordinary folks who randomly settled on the bench

the

prominence of a communitys settlers or lack of prominence in highlands

case should not add or detract from their feat their lack of public

life

makes their story more difficult to tell and more mysterious but it is an

account of triumph and endurance although highland is still considered a
small community the history of any community is no small thing and

deserves recognition

in

the court of local history

7

CHAPTER
A

distinctive

STYLE OF

1

settlement

THE MORMON VILLAGE

some called him brother brigham others refer to him as a modern
moses but few disagree that the mormon prophet brigham young was one
of the most prolific colonizers in american history

after leading thousands

of believers to the arid great basin he directed for thirty years the

eight settlements and villages
fiftyeight
establishment of three hundred fifty

5

stretching from the state of idaho to san bernardino california evidence of
his powerful influence on the colonization of deseret6
deseret is suggested by the
6

fact that even after his death

in

1877 thousands of mormon immigrants

continued to gather to salt lake but relatively few new communities were

settled

in

utah

to this day

most of the large cities and small towns

in

this

state originated as highly organized mormon villages between 1847 and
1877 under the auspices of brigham young one early gentile visitor to the

salt lake valley made the observation that

all mormon communities

were

milton R hunter brigham young the colonizer salt lake city deseret news press
wilton
1941

377 382
p 377382

deseret was the name given to the mormon territories which covered all of utah nevada
most of arizona and at least a small part of six other western states including oregon
california new mexico colorado wyoming and idaho
6

8

directed action under one leading
welldirected
the result of a system of united and well
and controlling mind

7

because the mormon hierarchy advocated a form of

day
latterday
christian zionism members of the church of jesus christ of latter

saints were persecuted and eventually compelled to migrate to the
intermountain west where brigham young established a mormon empire by
calling submissive saints to settle in small isolated villages which became a

distinctive colonization pattern

in

the great basin

before the saints moved to the west they experienced resistance
establishing new settlements

in

mormon doctrine encouraged an

exclusiveness which frequently invoked persecution mormons believed

in a

literal gathering which included physically coming together to separate

themselves from the gentile world which they equated with babylon the

concept of gathering meant more than just moving to the same general
locality it included moving into the same well
defined town or village
welldefined

the

founder of the mormon church joseph smith taught that it was the duty
of the brethren to come into cities to build and live and carry on their farms

out of the cities according to the order of god

8

joseph discouraged the

isolated farmstead when he described the ideal utopian community zion
in

the tiller of the soil as well as the merchant and mechanic will live
the city the farmer and his family therefore will enjoy all the

vailey
valley of the great salt lake of utah
moward
expedition
howard
edition to the V
toward stansbury an Ex
philadelphia lippincott grambo & company 1855 p 133

joseph smith jr history of the church 0of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints ed BH
roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1948 356
9

advantages of schools public lectures and other meetings his home
will no longer be isolated and his family denied the benefits of society
which has been and always will be the great educator of the human
race but they will enjoy the same privileges of society and can
surround their homes with the same intellectual life the same social
refinement as will be found in the home of the merchant or banker or
professional man

9

to practice this doctrine they left new york and settled
kirtland area of ohio not far from cleveland

saints to kirtland

in

the

with the removal of the

a distinctive social ethic a separate geographical

location and a separated community were established as fundamental

characteristics of mormon life
doctrine took on concrete form

the gathering as mormonisms
O
0 10

basic

this community however was

abandoned by mormons after some persecution and because of a revelation
ces
independence
joseph smith received to build the city of zion near Independen
cel

missouri

11

when this also failed the mormons established a new

community further north named far west

despite heavy persecution the

saints were counseled continually to isolate themselves by gathering

in

1838 the first presidency counseled the saints

that the object for which the saints are gathered together in
the last days as spoken of by all the holy prophets since the world
began may be obtained it is essentially necessary that they should all
be gathered into the cities appointed for that purpose as it will be much
in order

joseph smith quoted in BH roberts A comprehensive
histo of the church of jesus
comrehensive history
312
christ of latterday
1311312
latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930 1311
Io
iothomas

omas F
Thomas

odea the

mormons
cormons
Mor mons chicago university of chicago press 1957

p 112

day
gy saints salt lake
lanner
launer
ddav
of jesus christ of latterday
latter
thee doctrine and covenants of the church gf
latterd
city the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 571
57133

10

better for them all in order that they may be in a situation to have the
necessary instruction
of so doing are numerous while
the advantages
12
the disadvantages are few if any

after the saints were completely expelled from missouri they then
moved northward again and built nauvoo

the city beautiful

on the east

bank of the mississippi river in illinois tranquility surrounded the mormons
for several years but in 1844 joseph smith was assassinated and after

two years of persecution the saints were forced to flee their homes once
again and seek refuge elsewhere
in

great hardship they marched across iowa establishing temporary

camps where they could rest finally under the direction of their new
leader brigham young the saints built a temporary city in nebraska which

they called winter quarters now a suburb of omaha

this was youngs

first major attempt at colonization which provided him with valuable

experience for the role that awaited him in utah

the

name winter quarters gave some indication that this city was

never meant to be a permanent settlement

before they departed nauvoo

brigham young and other mormon authorities had studied and discussed

alternative places to locate they had considered texas and the oregon
territories but had finally decided upon the great basin this land technically
belonged to mexico and seemed barren and hostile enough to provide

mormons the isolation they sought

in

order to practice their religion without

reiders
widers journal far west missouri august 1838 p 53
elders
eiders
11

interference but fertile enough to produce for them the necessities of life
brigham young with a vanguard of pioneers left winter quarters in the
spring of 1847 and arrived in the salt lake valley on july 24 1847
mormon migration from the midwest was perceived as not only a necessary

we left because we had to

evil

in

also a prospective blessing from god
view

order to protect themselves but it was
brigham himself best expressed this

we have been driven from the habitations of man and hurled

stone from a sling and we have lodged here
where the lord wants his people to gather

shortly after arriving

in

in

as a

just

this goodly place

13

the great basin brigham young envisioned

settling an expansive territory by establishing hundreds of small agricultural
villages resembling the pattern of

josephs city of zion the

village style of

settlement consisted of living on small building lots of close proximity within
the town limits farms and pastures were located outside the town
sometimes miles away from where the citizenry lived

to a

his house not his land was the symbolic center of his life

different from those who settled on isolated farmsteads

in

this was very

while mormon

villages represented a unique style of land settlement in the

reminiscent of the puritan covenant communities

mormon farmers
farmer

west they were

new england

14

the

journal history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints august 7 1847 in
church historians office salt lake city utah cited in gustive 0 larson land contest in
tuart erly 29 1961 p 310
early utah utah historical quarterly

city upon
smith As a cily
uinn a hill p

14

3

12

village pattern of land occupancy is as old as agriculture

but

form of settlement
lis
is

not common

in

it was the first

the united states and canada the farm village

scattered farmsteads prevail aside from the early new

englanders the mormons are exceptional

in

their mode of rural dwelling

v915
15

brigham knew that in order to build a mormon empire thousands of

colonists were needed
lived in the united

in

addition to the

states and canada

in

25000 members of the church that
1847

16
0o

the fulfillment

of this

vision required mormon missionaries to evangelize and recruit outsiders to
join the

church europe seemed to be especially fertile ground and over the

next several decades produced a good harvest of converts

in

1848 after

young had returned to winter quarters to prepare another company of
pioneers to go west he wrote a general epistle to the saints

and issued

the following summons

gather yourselves together speedily near this place on the east side
of the missouri river and if possible be ready to start from hence by
the first of may next or as soon as grass is sufficiently grown and go
to the great salt lake city
to all the saints in the united states and
canada gather to the same place to the saints in england scotland
ireland wales and adjacent islands and countries we say emigrate as
17
speedily as possible to this vicinity salt lake city
only a few years later

in

1849 brighams call became even louder

village
ormon Vil
villaze
villace
laze
iaze A pattern and technique of land settlement salt
vii
lowry nelson the mormon
lake city university of utah press 1952 p 3
16

hunter brigham young the colonizer p

13

brigham young general epistle to the saints latterday
latter day saint journal history march
w

1848 Ms

cited in milton R hunter

brigham young the colonizer p 94
brigh

13

we want men brethren come from the states from the nations come
and help us to build and grow until we can say enough
ephraim are full

the valleys of

1118
18

when the gathering began to occur

it

became obvious that because

of the rapidly increasing population that all saints could not live in one
valley

when salt lake city was originally surveyed

in

1847

it

was planned

that the city would contain 135 blocks the following year 63 blocks were
added and

in

1849 another additional 85 blocks were included

19

so after

heeding the call to gather to salt lake city the saints were often greeted

church to leave the vicinity of the
with yet another call by leaders of the churchto

great salt lake and collectively organize new villages or individually settle
in

communities already established that needed specialized skills of labor

these callings were viewed
revelations from god and
missions

in

by mormons in good standing as

some cases they were referred to as

often these colonizing missions came as a great surprise to the

recipients and were fulfilled with extreme sacrifice john doyle

lees

experience serves as an example after attending a meeting called by
brigham young where the subject of creating settlements in the south was

discussed brigham approached john put his hand on

igiames
james

1965

Presid engy 6 vols
R oark
clark
dark ed messages of thee first presidency

lees shoulder and
salt lake city bookcraft

233

H roberts A comprehensive
comdrehensivg history of the church of jesus christ of
saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930 3282
lgb
IB

14

latterday
latter day

said

john when talked about making settlement

you

if

in

1I

the south

1I

meant

we are to establish an iron industry there we must have a solid base

of farming to help support it we need men like you to produce food for the

miners and

mill

workers

possibly leave now

the

john was exasperated

1I

dont see how can
1I

melg
me
melt
whole idea is repugnant to meit
lee expressed a

willingness to even pay two thousand dollars

in

money or goods to

another family to take his place the house that he was building

in

salt

lake city was almost finished and some of his family were not well but
brigham counseled john to

accept this mission and

be of good cheer

you will be prospered and blessed beyond your fondest dreams

there was no answer he would go of course

to that

20

mormon settlers were characterized by a remarkable willingness to
follow those in authority

they were

a people who with intense fervor

attempted to carry out the advice of their superiors

21

mormon theology

does not differentiate the spiritual from the physical or temporal

22

this

perception of the world makes it very difficult to separate economical
air
all
economicail
social educational and political affairs from the ecclesiastical church this

philosophy coupled with the belief that the direction and advice given by

church leaders was from god compelled the saints to follow the counsel of

juanita brooks john D

20

oark co
dark
lee glendale calif arthur H clark

youne the colonizer p 59
2hunter
shunter
hunter brigham young

me
35
293435
the doctrine and covenants 2934
15

1964

p 154

brigham young and other presiding church authorities

there were other reasons besides the belief

in

revelation that

individuals were selected for the various missions based upon the skills

which the new immigrants brought with them and the needs of the

particular community they were being sent to help establish

in opening up

new areas to settle the church did not wait for volunteer action or send only

those who were seeking a stake

in

the land rather

it

selected the nucleus

group with regard to leadership agricultural experiences and diversification
of occupation

23

the

following list illustrates the diversity of skills

required as viewed by church authorities to establish new settlements
list is a compilation of those called to the cotton mission

this

in

southern

utah
31 farmers also

1

horticulturist 2 gardeners 2 vine dressers and

vintner
2 with molasses mills
2 dam builders
14 blacksmiths
2 wheelwrights and 1 machinist
1 mill builder 2 millwrights and 3 millers
10 coopers to make barrel containers for either liquids or solids
1 adobe maker with 5 masons to lay the walls
1 plasterer and 1 painter
3 carpenters and 1 chair maker
1 mineralogist and 2 miners
2 wool car
ders 1 weaver 1 tailor 1 hatter 1 brush maker and
carders
calders
manufacturer who did not designate his product
1 tanner and 5 shoemakers

1

1

feramorz Y fox the mormon land system A study of the settlement and utilization
phd dissertation northwestern
of land under the direction of the mormon church
university 1932 p 148

16

4 musicians and 1 fiddler
3 schoolteachery
school
schoolteachers
teachers 4 clerks 1 lawyer and 1 printer
2 surveyors to divide the land
neans to preserve their portraits for posterity
2 2daguerreans
daguer reans
daguerreans
1 butcher 1 baker 1 castor oil maker
1 tobacco maker
1

1drum
cdrum
drum

major and

1

24
sailor24

sailor

because of this mission concept of settlement many of the
mormon villages established between 1847 and 1877 grew and developed

almost overnight they were highly organized and watched over by church
authorities one example of this was the iron mission

in

november

1851 after the harvest had been completed a group of thirtyfive
thirty five men
skilled in mining and manufacturing were called to found the pioneer iron

producing and working mission at cedar city

committees of these iron

missionaries were appointed to lay out a village erect a fort dig a canal
plant a cooperative farm construct a road

and locate materials and all

of this was accomplished almost a year before

furnace

25

erastus snow and franklin

D

the blast was put to the

richards two of the twelve

mormon apostles went to check on the progress of cedar city when they

returned to salt lake snow reported

we found a scotch party

a welch

party an english party and an american party and we turned iron masters
and undertook to put all these parties through the furnace and run out a

ited in eugene E campbell early colonization patterns utahs history ed richard
cited
D poll et al logan utah utah state university press 1989 p 134

latterday
latmer
dav
latter day
leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the lammer
1900 cambridge mass harvard university press 1958 p 122
18301900
saints 1830
17

party of saints for building up the kingdom of god

these villages of withdrawal were

a perpetuation of the
27

attempt to separate themselves from the world
sufficient

after the arrival of the saints

in

211
26

and to become self

the salt lake valley

two years later the

their isolation was short lived

churchs

in

1847

gold rush of 1849

brought thousands of gentiles through salt lake valley on their way to
california

in

1857 seven years after a territorial government had been

established

in

ma arched through salt lake city
utah 5000 federal troops maarched

and settled southwest of the city for three years

communication and travel improvements

eg

in

the 1860s

wagon trains pony express

telegraph and the railroad made the world more accessible to salt lake

city and as a result the mormon capital became more accessible to the
world

therefore brigham young increasingly called for the establishment

of mission communities especially
in

in

the southern part of the great basin

each of these villages the salt lake city settlement experience was

reenacted all over again and

in

the process the mormon community

in

the

great basin was enlarged and strengthened
young particularly called for settlements south of salt lake city for
two reasons first he wanted to develop a portal of immigration for the

deseret news december 25 1852 cited in dean L may the making of saints the
guar terly 45
quarterly
mormon town as a setting for the study of cultural change utah historical quarterly
guarterly
winter 1977 p 76
charles

S

peterson

A mormon village

18

one mans west

12
p 3312

gathering of the converts migrating to the great basin from san diego who

were arriving by ship from england and the east

acted like a mormon corridor to the sea

28

the southern town sites

this corridor would allow

year round immigration because of the warmer climate

evidence of the

planning which occurred in order to establish this passageway through zion

was the strategic spacing between each community communities were
geographically and strategically located to prevent shortages of food fuel
and water and to insure adequate protection and security

the second reason that young strongly encouraged southward
settlement was because of the colder weather and shorter growing season
in

the north

29

even after the arrival of the railroad in 1869 had eliminated any
need for a seaport young continued to direct the settlers south after
all the suitable sites had been settled in utah he directed mormon
settlers into arizona new mexico and southern colorado none of
these settlements can be interpreted as aiding in obtaining a route to
the sea rather their location in marginal regions is an outgrowth of
30
youngs negative assessment of areas north of the 42 north parallel
A farming

economy was central to the colonization of utah and the

91 gustive 0 larson prelude
ggs 68
milton R hunter brigham young the colonizer pgs
6891
to the kingdom francestown
Frances town new hampshire marshall jones co 1947 p 93 joel E
arms
ricks E
forms
lrms and methods of early mormon settlement logan utah utah state university
press 1964 p 127

and patterns in the geography of
1847 1964 annals of the association of american Geog
geographers
the american west 18471964
rathers vol 55
6009
1965 p 191
220 richard H jackson mormon perception and settlement annals of the
191220
association of american geographers vol 68 1978 p 317
334
317334

ID W meinig the mormon culture region strategies

richard H

jackson

mormon perception and settlement

19

p 326

more arid climate in the south was favorably viewed by church leaders for

better crops

in

some instances tropical ones brigham young openly

expressed his feelings for the north to the saint

the further we go north

the less good characteristics are associated with the valley

and that when

people are obliged to live in the north country that will be high time for

them to go there

the
knit
tight
tightknit

in

31
01

small southern villages of mormonism proved to be even more

their social and economic cohesion than the salt lake valley

peopleitit was church
saints salt lake city history became a tale of two people
headquarters for the saints but also the center of gentile opposition

because of the larger population the stronger gentile influence greater
economic diversity the extra feeling of security resulting from the location
and population of the city and its representation as the secured center of

zion there was naturally a more scattered and relaxed pattern of settlement
in

the immediate vicinity of salt lake city the village style of settlement

was the rule

in

utah valley and

farmsteads were common

in

all points

south while dispersed

the northern counties

anywhere south of salt lake city were rare

if

32

isolated farmsteads

they existed at all some

early colonizing entrepreneurs did attempt to establish isolated farms

journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool england FD richards vol 4 p 326 cited
in richard H jackson mormon perception and settlement p 326
31

1847 1890
settlement processes in the mormon core area 18471890
dissertation university of nebraska lincoln 1974 p 162
32wayne
ayne L wahlquist

20

phd

between the present communities of lehi and american fork

in

1849

when church leaders recognized their attempts at colonization they quickly
called for additional families to move onto the farmstead and transform it
into a village

33

these towns located

in

utah county were among the

first along the mormon corridor south of salt lake city

the

mormon village style of settlement was recommended by the

mormon hierarchy not just for social and educational advantages the

foundation and motivation for establishing the mormon village was much

deeper than that the early pioneers settled

in

villages with the hopes of

establishing their concept of zion mormons had been encouraged since

1830 to build the city of zion joseph smith had drawn the plat for the

city

in

1833 and for the next fifty years this became the general pattern for

exemplary mormon communities even though some specific details for each

settlement were quite different

the doctrine of zion

34

could not be excluded from the theological

notion of the expected second coming of jesus christ which mormons at

that time believed was soon approaching zion was a spiritual condition and
a physical place which would allow the saints to meet their saviour

this

feeling of imminence and urgency demanded the saints to strive to be of
charles S peterson imprint of agricultural systems on the utah landscape the
mormon role in the settlement of the west ed richard H jackson charles redd monograph
series no 9 p 93

richard H jackson
plan

BYU studies

17

the mormon village
winter 1977 p 234
21

genesis and antecedents of the city of zion

35

mind35 which seemed impossible spiritually
one heart and one mind

if

they

were not in close physical proximity this intimate physical closeness would
mormons
Mor mons to grow together but would also permit
not only allow them the cormons

them to separate themselves from the gentiles

ideally the village or

mormon town was to be a cohesive group of families who would shut out

the evil influences of the world the goal of every devout mormon during
brigham youngs presidency was to turn the great basin into zion and to
make the desert blossom as the rose

36

contrary to the counsel of mormon hierarchy not everyone settled
in a village

but these were the exceptions to the rule

even though a few

communities were settled without the call of a prophet even they were

settled

in a

group fashion and most of them eventually received church

sanction the minutes taken at a church conference read

it was decided

Browns ville ogden and also at utah county
to locate a town or city at brownsville

near the settlements now existing
exi
exl
the presidency having previously visited

those places and selected sites

emphasis mine37 another example is

alville utah some mormon faithful as family and
coalville
the colonization of Co

friends using their own initiative identified a popular camping area between

wyoming and salt lake city as an appealing place to build a town which
moses 718
isaiah 351
literature

the pearl of great price
this metaphor

taken from the bible is quoted often in early utah mormon

james R oark
clark
dark messages of the first presidency 234

22

they did with some success and eventually brigham young gave his
consenting endorsement

38

the community of american fork was

established only when president young granted permission along with two

thousand acres of land to seven faithful men
pronounced upon them a blessing to prosper

at the same

time he

the name of the lord

in

39
n39

practically all mormon villages were carefully supervised from the
beginning under the direction of brigham young
in

the selection of sites but also

in

he was not only involved

the selection of the individuals and

families who were to settle in each new community

summarized it

utah

iv

brigham young

was the

As one scholar

all in all in

the colonization of

40

the

village style of settlement was highly planned and directed by

church authorities this was their method of establishing a mormon empire

for the first twenty years following brigham youngs announcement that the

great basin was the right place for his followers to gather themselves
the mormon village was the only type of town that really subsisted

mining

norma eileen pyper thompson A community study of Co
1914
alville utah 1859
coalville
18591914
master thesis brigham young university 1989
provo utah harold
arza adams personal journal prove

brigham young university

B

lee library

special collections

R hunter cited in kate B carter heart throbs of the west
daughters of utah pioneers 1948 3287
4omilton
milton

23

salt lake city

towns did not exist despite some frail attempts

no river town could

41

down before 1870 from
sustain itself and there was of course no railroad town
lown

1847 until brighams death

in

1877 small agricultural villages were uniquely

and solely the mormon pattern of land settlement

in

the great basin but

shortly before brigham died the winds of change started to blow
in

the few years preceding brigham youngs death

massive outmigration began to occur

the

in

1877 a

highly organized mormon villages

started to breakdown the outmigration was the result of an overpopulation
caused by a rapidly growing second generation and the continuous
migration of new mormon converts and gentiles to the great basin

also the result of a shortage of good farm land

it was

mormon hierarchy had

encouraged the agricultural industry therefore most mormons were
farmers creating a dearth of arable land in the arid great basin when the
village became crowded and farming continued to be the overwhelming

choice of occupation it was only a matter of time before the farmers began
to locate their families on their farms

it
As one observer put it

1I

settlements crowded up to their utmost capacity land and water

find the
all

appropriated and our young people as they marry off have no place to settle
mormon leaders preached against the mining industry because they feared the growth of the
gentile population and the evils which the industry seemed to attract the church was not
itsell this is evidenced by the number of mining missions sponsored by the
opposed to mining itself
overrode the getrichquick
get rich quick scheme
church the mormon institutional goal of selfsufficiency
self
sufficiency
of gentile individualism the mining missions of the church were organized like other mormon
villages which included farmers and other occupations therefore a mining mission was always
243
considered to be a mormon village first see arrington great biasin
241243
basin kingdom p 241
473
474
473474

24

near home

the resources of the people are about exhausted unless they

go into manufacturing

42

perhaps youngs attempt

the united order

in

1873 1875 to establish the practice of
18731875

several communities is evidence that he was aware of

in

43

and this was his way of asserting control
struc
the collapsing village structure
structureand
tureand
over his mormon empire by regulating the economy

mormon economic

policy in 1869 and immediately thereafter was devoted almost fanatically

tightly reined independent theocratic
to the preservation of the tightlyreined

with a fever pitch young promoted the establishment

44

commonwealth
of new colonies

in

the ten years preceding the death of president young
in just a four year period from

127 new communities were settled

1876-

1879 over one hundred new villages were founded many of them located
outside of utah

in

the neighboring states of arizona new mexico idaho

colorado and wyoming
were spent

in

45

the last twenty years of

keeping the community a community

brigham youngs life
46

the time

period

just before and just after his death was the greatest single colonization

A hammond deseret news april
FA
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1885

quoted in
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mormon history
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the

except for the initial colonization of utah

in

leading church authorities after brighams death were

also aware of the outmigration

like their predecessor these church

officials continued to strongly encourage the village style of settlement

despite the obvious challenges of continuing this pattern of colonization

john taylor president of the church succeeding president young wrote the
following in a letter addressed to a stake president in logan utah

cases in making new settlements the saints should be advised
to gather together in villages as has been our custom from the time of
our earliest settlements in these mountain valleys the advantages of
this plan instead of carelessly scattering out over a wide extent of
serve
country are many and obvious to all those who have a desire to gerve
the lord A spirit to spread far and wide out of sight and reach of the
authorities of the church must be discouraged as all latterday
latter day saints
must yield obedience to the laws of the gospel and the order of the
kingdom of god and a methodical comprehensive and intelligent system
be inaugurated that we may
mav gain influence not lose strength by
48
emphasis mine
strengthening the wards of the stake of zion
in all

the

outmigration of the 1870s was made feasible with the

enforcement of government land laws and the coming of the railroad both
1869

the

in

influx of gentiles and their ability to obtain land outside the

villages of mormonism was fuel to the flame of the outmigration

because

of the outmigration discontented mormons also found it easier to remove

themselves from the religious life within the village and enjoy greater
autonomy
47affington
arlington
arrington great basin kingdom p354

john taylor and joseph F smith to william B preston in Fr
Manu scrip
mont stake manuscript
fremont
young
159
p 158
1882
158159
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in
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26
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history
hunter
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his
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some people distanced themselves fro
m the village not only for
from
theocratic reasons but for economic reasons as well the united order had
failed capitalism had infiltrated the rocky mountains and a shortage of

arable land produced an economic environment of survival of the fittest

the villages

common field and mutual cooperation were lost to isolated

farmsteads and land competition the rising generation had simply
outgrown the village and

in

order to support their new families it became

necessary to locate themselves on agricultural land outside their towns of
origin

highland utah located thirty miles south of salt lake city is the
result of the outmigration of the 70s

it is an aberrant free
lance settlement
freelance

compared to the highly organized mormon villages

the decreasing

control

of mormon hierarchy and the increasing control of federal land laws made

the establishment of a new community
possible

in

the heart of mormon country

highlands settlement was accomplished as a result of the intense

independent attitude of her original settlers and without church
endorsement

27

CHAPTER 2

nonresident

NON RESIDENT HIGHLAND

homesteaders

from 1847 until 1869 mormons were technically squatters on
mormone
mormons
mormonst
Mor mons
monst who were the
the mon

public land

first to colonize between the

rockies and the sierra became the last to enjoy the privileges of land
ownership
preemption

9949
49

while the rest of the country was taking advantage of the

act

of 184150 and the popular homestead

186251
act of 1862

utah did not benefit from these federal acts of legislation until seven years
s ed into law there is little doubt that the
passed
after the homestead act was pas

reason the government delayed

utahs

participation in federal land laws was

to apply pressure to the mormon church to make certain changes
social institutions such as plural marriage

gustive 0 larson
p 309
325
309325

52

homesteading

in

in

their

the great

0 uarterl Y vol 29 1961
1961
land contest in early utah utah historical quarterly

me preemption act of 1841 allowed settlers the right to purchase up to
5he
ahe

160 acres of land
rv
1.25
at the minimum government price of 125
history
125 per acre see benjamin horace hibbard A his
of the public land policies new york the macmillan co 1924 p 158

homestead act of 1862 entitled settlers to free agricultural property see paul
wallace gates history of public land law development washington DC US government
printing office 1968 p 394

the

arrington great basin kingdom p 249

52

28

basin was also stalled because of the cohesion of the mormon community
single minded determination to exclude gentiles from the agricultural
the singleminded
lands and the typical nucleated village pattern of settlement

53

the

coming of the railroad in 1869 and the establishment of a federal land

office

in

salt lake city during the same year increased the population and

the availability of land resulting

in

an outmigration this represented a

mormons
Mor mons avowed gentiles and young
greater opportunity for discontented cormons
families to obtain public land and establish isolated farmsteads which had

been considered taboo because of the church sanctioned village under

these new conditions many families began to locate outside the
confinement of the delineated mormon communities

the church began to

lose its control over the land monopoly it had enjoyed for over twenty years
in

1869 a run on the available land began to occur competition

was fierce but despite mormon and gentile fears there was remarkably
little conflict over land in utah

were some

4100 entries

in

the first decade of homesteading there

six contests or
twentysix
recorded and only twenty

complaints officially filed with the state

contests between mormons settled

in

however there were some
ecclesiastical courts

it is a reasonable deduction to conclude

54

that the land deemed of

most value to homestead was arable land located near the mountains which
53

53lawrence
lawrence B

1
erly
vol
quarterly
uart
uarterly
lee the homestead act vision and reality utah historical
histori
fistori

30 1962 p 215
234
215234
301962

ibid p 219
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could provide families with food fuel building supplies and water

based

on that criteria highland located in northern utah county at the foot of the

wasatch mountains near the mouth of the american fork canyon must
have appeared quite attractive see map 2
highland comprised 3000 acres including the entire land sections

one two and three of township five south range one east of salt lake
thirty five and thirty six as well
base and meridian also sections thirty four thirtyfive

twenty seven
twenty five twenty six and twentyseven
as the southern half of sections twentyfive
of township four south range one east of salt lake meridian

this was

a

much larger area of land than the more common closely confined mormon
building lots in american fork lehi and alpine were usually ten

village

acres or less

55

in highland

the original residents lived on farmsteads

thirty eight acres this was a major difference
which averaged one hundred thirtyeight
which distinguished highland from the nearby surrounding communities

the

first settlers came to the bench in the 1870s taking advantage

of the public land laws now being enforced by the governments new land

office

in

salt lake city

in

accordance with the law those applying for a

public land had to prove residency on their property

in

utah there was a

certain degree of leniency in the enforcement of this provision sometimes all

that was required was nothing more than camping overnight on the property

out of 419 taxable pieces of property listed 242 were ten acres or less utah county
assessment rolls 1878 microfilm 300 harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah

30

MAP 2
undin communities
surrounding
mand
wand utah and the Surro
highland
hi
surroundin
of lehi american fork and alpine

source drawn by author from township
TA washid
washio atlas of the united states
jayandriot
jay andriot comp mclean virginia documents index inc 1990 p 1020

31

about once every six months

58
56

resident homesteader took
nonresident
the non

advantage of the governments laxity by farming the land but not living on
it

probably very few persons in highland received title to their land
earlier than the five years that would have been required to perfect a

homestead and usually they would wait longer than five years for
example jacob beck and stephen moyle traveled to salt lake city and
applied for a homestead on the same day july 3 1877

557

becks

homestead was not finalized until december 30 1884 over seven years
after he had filed and almost four years after moyle had received his final

patent john pool moved on to his property

in

may 1873 he built a home

the following spring but his land certificate was not signed until 1883 one
year before he left highland and moved to california

the sometimes

extended delay and the lengthy discrepancy between the waiting period for
each homesteader is unexplainable
unlike the distinctive highly organized mormon village highland

was a free
lance settlement this community was not the result of a
freelance
central mind

the first

families who settled on the bench were pioneers

among the pioneers they were a vanguard of individual colonizers who
broke traditional mormon settlement patterns by acting independently of the

lawrence B lee

the homestead act vision and reality

cora beck adamson

history of highland

32

p 217

photocopy in possession of author

church those who founded highland did not receive a call from god
through a prophet like brigham young to do so

not

all of

the first homesteaders on the bench had intentions of

establishing a place of residence this group of settlers viewed the land not

as a home but as an investment either as land speculation or as a farming
venture

558

this chapter

is an

attempt despite some limitations

in

the

erss
historical records to identify and to differentiate the original homesteaders
erst
homestead

who never lived in highland from the earliest residents and to provide some
background information on the non residents

thirtyseven
seven
the thirty
1

were

in

holders of the original land patents see illustration

some ways a diversified group they came from varied

backgrounds and experiences

some were stalwarts

in

the mormon church

some were trying to leave the church and some had left the church or
never joined it in other ways they shared some things

B

common

they

they were on the average young

were almost all farmers see appendix A
close to the same age see appendix

in

practically all of them had migrated

to utah from a foreign country see appendix C

some of their personality

traits were similar being assertive the most common they were non
traditionalists adventuresome willing to take risks by not following the

mainstream of the typical mormon settlers

titie
tlde under the provision of the homestead act was to farm
tide
another requirement to obtain title
at least 18 of the land see lawrence B lee homesteading
30
Homesteading in zion p 29
2930

33

young
by
to not take
brigham
had
always
been
taught
saints
the
more land than they could care for

the

first land law of utah was stated

by president young the day after he arrived in the salt lake valley

every man should have his land measured off to him

should buy or sell land

for city and farming purposes what he could till

he might

in

thing but added

taken from him

till it

59

pleased but he should be industrious and take care of it
a new policy

no man

as he

this was not

garden grove iowa he had said practically the same
if

60
50

and that

if a

man would not till his land it should be

it was impossible for one man with the equipment and

the resources available

in

large parcels of dry land

the 1870s and 80s to

till

plant and harvest

however the first homesteaders of highland

acting counter to brighams policy aggressively acquired the land when it

became available hoping to someday make more than just a few acres
produce

eighteen of the first thirtyseven
thirty seven patents
before 1880 see table

1

in

highland were received

this means according to the

five year rule that

the first homesteaders would have filed for title sometime
before or after brigham youngs death in 1877

Ms
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the 70s just

it is impossible to
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determine with any certainty who filed first and who began to farm the land

the earliest
TABLE

1

number of homestead patents received
1879

3

18801884
18801884

25

1889

7

1890 1894
18901894

4

1899

1

1900- 1905
19001905

3

1875
1885
1895

source

in

five year periods

homestead plat book bureau of land management salt lake
city utah
provo
county
assessment
rolls
utah
utah
US manuscript census 1880 & 1900
it is also difficult using government records to identify the first

families who resided on the bench

the utah county tax

roll of

1876 is the

earliest document proving who was serious about not just living off the
land by farming or selling it but who was intent in living on the land by

establishing residency another problem with the tax rolls besides not
being available until 1876 is that highland was not identified as a separate

community until 1895

61
51

therefore families who lived on the bench

before 1895 were listed within the towns of alpine or american fork

furthermore the utah county assessors were not consistent year by year

utah county assessment rolls provo utah

36

in

their judgment of what property should be included in alpine or american

fork for example
was assessed

in

in

1876 even though john pool lived on the bench he

alpine but one year later

in

1877 he was listed

in

american fork and he had not moved

the US 1880 manuscript census presents

a similar handicap in

making a determination of who was included in what community

census

it

in

the

appears that the boundary which divided alpine from american

fork was state highway

92
u92
U

american fork canyon road everyone

living north of the road was included in alpine and anyone south was

considered a resident of american fork in the 1900 census highland finally
earned its own designation

highland precinct

being recognized as a

separate entity makes the history of highland more accessible to the
historical researcher after the beginning of the twentieth century
it is difficult to determine from the 1880 census where the

residents of highland began to be listed
taker was working

in a

it appears obvious that the census

southern to northern direction because residents on

the bench were identified last

in

the precinct of american fork heads of

households listed by the 1880 US census and also named as property
owners

in

appeared

the abstract books of utah county
in

in

the order that they

the census under american fork are as follows

winn
edward winns

john hegan peter beck john pool minnie jenkins jacob beck edwin
sawyer heber preece ann preece harry savill john hart thomas gray
37

james pullen and william householder stephen moyle john whiting
brother of william brown and george myers are listed

in

alpine according

to the census of 1880 but they were actually living on the bench these
highland those who had not only invested
were the earliest residents of highlandthose

the land but had invested their money and effort

in building a

or two instances it may have been only a summer home

112
62

home

in

in one

but it was

nevertheless considered their residency either temporary or permanent

there are a few other

original homesteaders of highland who established

residency on the bench after 1880 such as peter smith hyrum healey

george

C

munns and edward W winn son of edward winn

comparing the US census of 1880 and 1900 and the 1879 utah

county tax rolls with the original land patents recorded by the bureau of

land management

it

appears that arza adams george

D

robinson nils

C

heiselt george spratley hannah briggs george comer edward harrison

james freestone richard baker george cunningham william chadwick
richard healey william T brown james W mcdaniel alexander adamson

james davis and lewis davis were the homesteading non
residents who
nonresidents
received land patents on the bench they never resided on their property

but may have rented some of their land to others or used it for farming and
grazing

the 1880 census

identifies adams spratley cunningham and

evidence that some residents of highland only lived there during the summer
months for example in the history of rufus boyd stice whose father became a resident
of highland in the early twentieth century he writes we enjoyed living on the farm during the
photocopy in possession of author
summers
62mere
there is

38

adamson as residents of american fork comer harrison briggs and

james davis were residents of lehi brown freestone and mcdaniel
resided in alpine heiselt lived in pleasant grove baker and lewis davis

were from salt lake city

sections 1133
in section one

the southeast corner of highland five men are

recorded as receiving original US land patents james T pullen 160 acres
in

1876 arza adams 120 acres

george

D

robinson 40 acres

in

in

1875 the earliest recorded

in

1884 edward winn 160 acres

and nils C heiselt 160 acres in 1883

highland

in 1881

edward winn and james pullen are

the only two who established residency on their property

arza adams was the first to homestead on the bench but he never
lived there

A

pioneer who had arrived in utah in 1848 arza was one of

seven other men who obtained brigham youngs blessing to settle american

fork

in

1850

shortly after settling there he began to prosper

resulted in the hatred and envy of many neighbors

these

ill

which

according to adams

feelings reached sutch a pitch that they mocked me and entered

my prem
premices
premises
ices and don conciderable
considerable damage

arza indicted several men
american forks bishop leonard

E

in

e

63

fsici1
frici
1

this act of mobocracy

including

harrington who adams claimed was

elected bishop because of his adams influence arza felt betrayed

arza adams personal journal

39

even though he continued to live in american fork he did not wish to
mobo crates
associate with such rotton hearted mobocrates
A careful reading of

64

isic

the adams journal leaves the impression that

arza may not have been treated fairly but

it

appears that his views of

property ownership were an aberration in comparison to the mormon
communal agreement of sharing water and land outside the village arza

was very possessive of his property which may have been why as he put
it

they disfellowshiped
ed sic me
disfellowship

in

this ward after chasing me from year to

year cutting my hay and timber and turning their cattle
when stand up for my rights they abuse me
I1

in public

in

to my field and

and in private and

65

then withdraw fellowship from me

it was very difficult to live in a mormon village and be possessive of

any personal land holdings outside the village perhaps that was why arza

adams was the first to obtain a homestead on the bench

in

his

1875

desire for his own land could finally be secured with a government contract

george

D

robinson lived

in

salt lake city

the US census ten years later 1860 he lived
wife sarah and three sons

little

is known

1850 according to

in

in

lake city

ee
66

with his

about george or his family all

of the family was born in england except the youngest son james
64

he

ibid

651bid
ibid

his
this

was the original name of american
confusion with salt lake city
11117
61717
61117
11117his

fork utah

40

the

name was changed to avoid

was born

in

1850

in

iowa

in

that same year they came to utah

was

questions go unanswered such as why did he come to utah county

war67 why did he purchase
his move here influenced by the utah war187
property in highland

what was his relationship with the mormon church

was his move theologically or economically motivated
68
heiselt68

nils C heiselt

maintained his residency in pleasant grove

he

an
andd his wife christina were born in denmark she was five years older

than nils

in

1870 three sons were living at home seventeen year old

andrew nine year old hans and hyrum who was six sometime between
the birth of andrew and hans the Hei
heiselts
selts migrated from denmark to utah
arriving sometime before 1861

according to the 1870 census there was also a
named annie

girl in

the home

she was seventeen years old the same age as andrew

arrival of johnstons army in utah had a direct effect not only on the establishment
of highland but on many communities south of salt lake city As one scholar puts it
the utah war had a definite impact on the pattern of settlement in the core
there was a
substantial relocation associated with the war in 1858 salt lake city and all settlements to the
north were temporarily abandoned as johnsons army approached the territory from the east
this involved the movement of 25000 to 30000 people and required a major mobilization
effort these mormon migrants settled mostly in temporary camps throughout the central and
southern utah settlements with the greatest concentrations in utah valley thousands of families
with thousands of head of livestock spent the summer camped along the river bottoms or along
the eastern shore of utah lake after an amicable settlement with the US government most
of these temporary settlers returned to their homes in the north but some decided to take up
permanent residence in utah valley thus inflating the already rapid growth of that region
wayne L wahlquist settlement processes in the mormon core area 1847
1890 phd diss
18471890
158
157158.
157158
university of nebraska lincoln p 157

ile

ibe
67the
lle

rhe

11me
Hielst but
haelst
the 1870 census spells the last name hisel and the 1880 census spells it hielst
book at the bureau of land management and the abstract book at the utah county
the plat bogk
recorders office are consistent with this spelling

41

normally the census taker would list the children in the chronological order
of their birth but annie is strangely listed last after hyrum

andrews twin then she may have been nils
family

in

she was not

if

plural wife or close kin of the

the 1880 census andrew and annie were not living

supporting the first supposition that they were twins

in

the home

69
59

nils was the only highland homesteader from pleasant grove
Hei
selts probably lived
heiselts

in

the

the northern part of the town because they were
pleasant grove

among the last names listed on the census in
location would put him closer to the bench

70

this

nils was a farmer and he

probably purchased his one hundred sixty acre homestead in highland to

increase his production potential turning our attention now to section two

there were four original property owners listed
briggs william householder and john hegan

george spratley hannah
according to the records

both john hegan and william householder established residency on their
property but that was short lived
will

occur

in

greater detail

in

discussion of hegan and householder

chapter three

george spratley was a devout mormon who was strong willed
determined and independent to the point of being stubborn after joining

the church he desired to follow the prophets call to gather

in

utah upon

mormon wife refused
nonmormon
reaching iowa despite the pleading of george his non

US

manuscript census 1870 and 1880

mis conjecture is based upon the assumption that the census taker is working in a south to
nis

north direction as he did in american fork and this appears to be the case

42

to go any further so george left her behind

fork sometime

in

the early 1850s

in

71

he moved to american

accordance with the counsel given by

church leaders because of indian uprisings

in

july and august of 1853

all

of the cabins in american fork were moved within a confined area in

preparation to build a fort

72

george spratley was the only man who

refused to move into the prescribed location

773

claimed to be capable of protecting himself

homesteaders

in

he was a gunsmith and

being one of the original

highland further proved his independent attitude

hannah briggs was the first wife of samuel briggs a mormon
polygamist in lehi

the

briggs were among the earliest who filed and

received homestead property on the bench northwest of lehi this is one
of only two pieces of property in highland for which original ownership

appeared in the name of a woman
11

11allowed
allowed

the statute

of the homestead

a male of twenty
one years or a head of family
twentyone

act

to make

homestead entry the head of the family phraseology made it possible
according to general land office interpretation for mormon plural wives to

enter plural homestead tracts

74

perhaps this was the case with the

7earl
aearl
earl chadwick personal communication with author may 6
eari

apparently george
did return to iowa in an attempt to urge his wife to make the journey to the great basin but he
was unpersuasive and it is doubtful that he ever saw or heard from her again

george
fork

F shelley early history of american
24
2324
city 1945 p 23

fork american fork utah

betty spencer personal communication with author april

lawrence B lee

steading in zion
homesteading
Home

43

1992

p 33

3 1992

american

american fork utah

briggs property if so their decisiveness paid off because one year after

they received their patent

it

was ruled illegal for plural wives to enter

separate homestead applications

the

75

briggs never lived on the property but they were the first of

several residents from lehi who invested in land located on the bench

in

1880 samuel lived with both of his wives hannah and emma and four
sons all by hannah

in

fifty one
lehi samuel was three years younger than fiftyone

year old hannah when she obtained the homestead patent

1878

in

emma

twenty two years younger than hannah young
samuels second wife was twentytwo
enough to be her own daughter by 1900 samuel and hannah were
apparently deceased and emma remained

in

lehi with her five children

but by this time the briggs had sold their property
in section

in

711
761
76

highland

three the southwest corner of highland five individuals

claimed homesteads on the bench

they were edward harrison george

L

comer franklin T gray harry savill and albert preece when the 1880
census was taken the only ones not living on their property were edward
harrison and george

L

comer whose property combined made up the

forty acres
acnes and comer
southeast quarter of section 3 harrison owned fortyacres

owned one hundred twenty

twentyfour
four year old farmer
edward harrison was a twenty

ibid p 34

US manuscript census

1900

44

in

1880 living

in

eight year old christina who had been
twentyeight
lehi he was married to twenty

previously married to a mr zimmerman

step children heber
stepchildren

rosanna

P

edward quickly inherited three

zimmerman nine john S zimmerman seven and

L

zimmerman age five

77

by 1900 edward had died

his widow christina was still living

in

lehi with her son heber and two children fathered by edward christina
nineteen and edward

jr seventeen

78

more information available on harrison

other than the census there

E

is no

resident
like the other non
nonresident

homesteaders of highland edward seized the opportunity to possess a large
piece of ground on the bench hoping to increase his prosperity as a farmer
it seems probable that harrison was an associate of george comer since

their application for a homestead was finalized the same day march 17

1887 they also both lived

in

lehi at the same time and george was only

one year older than edward
in

five years old the
twentyfive
1880 george lorenzo comer was twenty

oldest son in his family and still living at home

79

he was born into a

prominent mormon family on may 30 1855 in wales

his father george

comer had been a member of the nauvoo legion and served ten missions

USS manuscript census

1880

USS manuscript census

1900

7qbid
id

45

for the church two foreign and eight home missions

o
080

george the son

must have applied for his homestead patent in the early 1880s because he
received it

in

1887

36
sections 34
3436

these three sections are the
thirty four
thirtyfour

is on

middle sections of highland

section

thirty six is on the east side and
the west side section thirtysix

thirty five is the heart of highland right
section thirtyfive

in

the center

only one of the five men who received US patents for land located
in

james davis who lived
residencyjames
section thirty four did not establish residency

lehi according to the utah territorial census of 1856 james lived

in

lake

in

city american fork but by 1860 he had moved to lehi where he lived
with his wife elizabeth and a ten year old son named nelson

james were fifty six and both were originally from england
was still living

in

elizabeth and
in

1870 he

lehi but by 1880 five years before his patent was

finalized james was not reported on the census

in

1880 his age would

have been seventy six and it seems likely that james had died before he
officially received his land certificate
in section thirty five the heart of highland five property owners are

named on the original homestead plat they are as follows john pool
edwin sawyer richard baker jacob beck and james freestone according

to other sources pool sawyer and beck all maintained a residency on their

andrew jenson
news 1901 1794

biographical encyclopedia
LDS biogrgghicalencyclopedia

46

4 vols

salt lake city

deseret

property either permanent or temporary

there was

richard baker remains a mystery

a richard baker in salt lake city in 1880 but it cannot be proven

without any doubt that he was the same person who homesteaded

he

highland

is not mentioned in any

or church records

his involvement

in

in

other census or on any government
highland remains a matter of

speculation

james freestone was
born in 1840 in england

a polygamist who lived in alpine

he was

when he was twenty eight he married pauline

paulsen who was seventeen one year later he married seventeen year old
maria lind

the 1870 census shows james

living with both wives and two

baby boys
one year old james probably paulines son and four month old
boysone

edward marias son

perhaps the purchase of land

in

highland was an attempt by james

to diversify his family by establishing another home for his second wife
maria and their child

however

if

this was his motive he failed to

accomplish it there is no evidence that any freestones ever lived on

james property
in

in

highland

1880 james was still living with pauline who had blessed their

home with five children ranging between the ages of three to eleven
maria and her son edward were gone

perhaps they were

in

but

the uintah

basin near vernal utah where james had moved to be with his brother
prior to 1880

when the census was taken he had temporarily returned to
47

alpine but by 1883 he had sold all of his property and moved his
family
familydes
les
familyies
ydes
famil
ies
11

to gila arizona to escape united states federal agents and the

11polygamy problem
polygamy

81

thirty six presents several challenges
section thirtysix

in

our attempt to

describe original property owners this was state property designated as a
school section deeded to the state by the federal government there were

several individuals who claimed this property but it appears that those who
eventually received legal right to the property from utah were george

cunningham edward W winn richard healey william chadwick and
minnie

R

property

jenkins only one of these edward W winn lived on his

note minnie

lived with her parents

jenkins was a resident of highland but she

R

john and sarah pool there

is no

evidence that she

lived on her homestead property

george cunningham received title to three hundred twenty acres on
the east side of highland this made him the largest property owner
highland

george was born

in

in

dysort fife scotland to james and

elizabeth nicolsen cunningham after mormon missionaries baptized the
family they left scotland to emigrate to zion in 1856

journey across the plains with the james

G

they made

a perilous

willie handcart company

this

was the fourth of five handcart companies which pushed and pulled their

SI

builders of alpine 4 vols
sibuilders

salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1952 1175-

179

48

way to the great basin

in

1856 the leader of the fifth company was

captain edward martin the willie and martin handcart companies are
notorious in mormon history because of their disastrous experience in being

caught

in

an early snowstorm on the plains of wyoming

112
82

in

november

only a few weeks after their rescue and safe arrival to the salt lake valley

they moved to utah county
Cunning hams were
cunninghamd
the cunninghams

warmly received in american fork

four

months later georges sister catherine just two years older became a
plural wife to arza adams one of american

forks

original settlers and a

highland homesteader
in law shared was
another relationship these two new brothers
brothersinlaw

with leonard

E

harrington american forks first mormon bishop and

83
mayor83
mayor for twenty
nine years
twentynine
911
gil
111
III

iti

arza accused him of being party to the

mobocracy that took his property and george married one of the bishops

wives mary wrigley As a fifteen year old girl she had been sealed to

harrington in 1857 but for unexplained reasons this marriage ended

leroy R

co

1960

and
p 289

in

ann W hafen handcarts to zion glendale california arthur H clark
oark
dark

93
83

nineteenth century utah bishops were also the civic leaders in their communities
nineteenthcentury
mormonisnl ed daniel
william G hartley bishop history of the office encyclopedia of mormonism
H ludlow new york macmillan publishing co 1992 1121
early utah communities were strictly theocratic the appointed bishop was also the mayor
and the judge of spiritual and temporal matters this tradition of necessity began to change in
the 1880s when most mormon bishops were forced to go into hiding to avoid being arrested by
federal officers enforcing the laws that made the practice of plural marriage illegal see also
115
1982 p 103
103115
dale F beecher the office of bishop dialogue 15 winter 19821

49

divorce or annulment allowing george to marry mary in 1863

they

enjoyed a long relationship and became the parents of thirteen children

george was one of the three men who has been given credit for
naming highland

84

boyhood home

cunninghams property

his farm on the bench reminded him of his scottish

from home but he never lived there

in

highland was like a home away

despite his influence

in naming

highland he was never a resident or considered as a founder of the
community

his influence was felt more

as mayor for two years 1891
1892
18911892
it would

owner

in

american fork where he served

although there is no direct evidence

seem likely that as a mayor of one community and as a property

in a neighboring

community the relationship of these two

communities would be strengthened
thirty six was owned
the southwest quarter of section thirtysix

by william

chadwick richard healey and edward W winn winn established a brief
residency on his property chadwick and healey were home
homesettlers
settlers who
never lived in highland the latter was from alpine and the former from

american fork dick healey had married winns sister jane

he was a sheep and cattle rancher

1893

885

in

february

he moved jane to alpine

where they raised their family and he grazed his cows on his forty acres

diary of george T mayer

in

keith adamson book of remembrance highland utah
alexander adamson and peter smith were other scotsmen who also receive credit for the
naming of highland
84

guilders
builders of alpine 3117

95
85tl

50

H
g h la nd
highland
i

86

william chadwick was born december 9 1847

1872

he was married

in

it is uncertain when he arrived in american fork but all of his

later his son william john chadwick also

children were born there

purchased farm property

in

highland and became the watermaster of

highland for a number of years even though he also maintained residence

american fork

in

87

27 south half
section 25
2527

these three sections are divided

in half

the north half is within the

present boundaries of alpine and the south half belongs to highland

twenty five
section twentyfive

is on

the east side of highland nearest to the mouth of

twenty seven is the northwestern
the american fork canyon section twentyseven
corner of highland

twenty five was split in
the southeast quarter of section twentyfive

equal

halves hyrum healey owned the east eighty acres and george yost myers

owned the west eighty acres both of these men not only acquired the
property but established residency and were very influential in highlands
history

myers received his patent

in

1881 while healeys land certificate

was not signed until 1890 even though he had lived there several years
before that their background and their important contributions to the
alta adamson nash personal communication with author april

17 1992

american fork

utah
ari chadwick
earl
eari
add
adi

personal communication with author may 6 1992 american fork utah

51

establishment of highland will be treated

the one hundred

in

chapter three

sixty acres making up the southwest quarter of

twenty five was originally owned by william T brown the adopted
section twentyfive
brother of george myers wife mary ann whiting although william

browns name appears on the homestead patent

it

was his adopted family

who resided on the property john whiting his adopted father supposedly
financed the purchase of this property john whiting was a mason and
helped to build four homes on this property for his children

whiting william whiting sarah marvin and emma martin
in

john brigham
88

william lived

thirtyfive
five years then he moved to american fork
alpine for over thirty

in his

later life

the three

twenty six were
hundred twenty acres in section twentysix

homesteaded by three men james W mcdaniel stephen moyle and lewis
davis moyle is the only one of the three who made highland his residence

james

W mcdaniel homesteaded eighty acres in the north half of

the southeast quarter his patent was signed on august

1

1883 just a few

months before his family left the area with his brother and family to assist

the settlement of a valley

in

in

arizona known as the little colorado this was

an outmigration of saints approved by the church to colonize other valleys
in

the west following the traditional village style of group settlement

jesse myers adamson history of mary ann whiting myers
niesse
remembrance highland utah

grot
kinjado
grol basin kinjaro
kingdom p 354
arrington
arlington great
52

89

keith adamson book of

mcdaniel was born at mt pisgah iowa

in

1846 the same year the

mormons fled from nauvoo illinois six years later the family came to utah

shortly after their arrival they moved to utah county and settled

james had a reputation of being rough and rowdy

alpine

he was arrested

in

15 for rowdiness which was probably drunkenness or

alpine and fined
fighting or both

90

in

91

brother in law was porter rockwell the infamous
his brotherinlaw

mormon roug
youghian
roughian
hian who lived in the neighboring community of lehi james

and porter had married sisters

james was a successful sheep man who probably used his
homestead
blacksmith

in

highland to graze his flock

he had also been trained as a

his experience training and tough nature were helpful

ville Ea
eagerville
springville
settlement of Spring
gerville and alpine

92

the

arizona he also lived

briefly in bloomfield and kirtland new mexico where he was buried
lived over one hundred years dying in 1947

in

he

93

unfortunately little is known of lewis davis he homesteaded one
hundred sixty acres eighty of which included the west half of the southwest

quarter of section twenty six and eighty adjoining acres

in

section twenty

rulon mcdaniel personal communication with author april 24 1992 alpine utah
1980
18501980
jenny wild alpine yesterdays history of alpine utah 1850
blaine hudson printing 1982 p 329

salt lake city

we can only speculate that james might have had some influence in naming this arizona
9zwe
community after his alpine home in utah
rulon mcdaniel personal communication with author
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seven the south half of the southeast quarter presumably lewis was
somehow related to james davis of lehi because they both received their
land certificates on the same day january 7 1885

the 1880 census

identified a lewis davis who resided in salt lake

city with his older sister lydia and a servant named hansen
thirty two lydia sixty they were both artists

94

lewis was

it is difficult to imagine

why an artist would want to own a dry farm of one hundred sixty acres

perhaps a brother james living closer to the

twenty five miles away
over twentyfive

farm convinced him it was a wise investment or the brother took advantage

of him by using his name

in

order to legally obtain more homestead property

for himself

twenty seven was homesteaded by two
along with davis section twentyseven

scotsmen alexander adamson and peter smith adamson owned one
hundred twenty acres eighty

in

the southeast quarter and forty

in

the

northeast quarter in 1900 smith was a resident of highland his farm
included the entire southwest quarter one hundred sixty acres

adamson was born january 23 1837
scotland

in

Fife shire
boreland fifeshire

he married a scottish lassie mary hutchison on april 12 1861

one month later they embarked on a long journey to a new land
rocky mountains

after arriving

in

in

the

salt lake city during the fall of 1861

they went to american fork and stayed with marys family in the spring of

US manuscript census

1880
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1862 alexander and mary who was pregnant with their first child moved

seventy miles south to moroni sanpete county it was here that alexander
learned to be a farmer and indian fighter he was a sergeant in the black

hawk war tired of fighting with the indians and not succeeding as a
farmer he moved with mary and their three young children back to

american fork

in

1867

95

he went to work as a miner
occupation he learned

in

in

american fork canyon an

scotland in conformity with the village style of

settlement alexander built his home

in

american fork but he homesteaded

a farm on the bench where he kept his animals and attempted to grow rye

because the area surrounding his farm reminded alexander of his beloved
homeland scotland he affectionately referred to the area as the

highlands

96

although alexander never lived

in

home in american fork january 25 1913

reside there after they were married

highland himself he died at his
five of his ten children did

the adamson

part of highlands history in the twentieth century

clan became an integral

the

family and

acquaintances of alexander together with other scottish immigrants who

95

history of alexander adamson

V keith adamson book of remembrance highland

utah
IV
V

keith adamson interviewed by author 30 march 1989 highland utah tape recording
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had moved into the area continued to perpetuate the name of highland
it can be argued

it was a name that seemed to stick

97

that having a specific

name proved to be very important in the establishment of highland for

without it the bench may have been easily absorbed into nearby
communities as their boundaries became progressively enlarged

highland

was an appropriate name that provided the early settlers with a sense of
identity and pride in their new home

conclusion

with the establishment of the land office

in

salt lake city

the federal government took control of most of the property

in

in

1869

the great

basin away from the church saints and gentiles almost instantly

experienced greater freedom to break away from the nucleated mormon
villages individual enterprise became more of a possibility and eventually

superseded the communal order

in

utah As long as the population

continued to increase rapidly and agriculture remained the dominant choice
of occupation it was only a matter of time before all farm land located near

any irrigation water would be claimed by new homesteaders

since

highland was located near three major sources of water american fork

river dry creek and bull river this was a pocket of property located

in

the

western foothills of the wasatch mountains that became very appealing to
As previously mentioned george cunningham another scottish immigrant was also fond
history of mary ann myers TMs photocopy book
of referring to the bench as highland
of remembrance V keith adamson highland utah and peter smith was another highland
homesteader from scotland who probably assisted in the perpetuation of the name as well
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the independent farming capitalist
thirty seven original homesteaders on the bench
seventeen of the thirtyseven
viewed their property not as a place to live but as a farming venture or land

speculation

all but two maintained their residency in bordering

communities
in

alpine one

six lived
in

in

american fork four were from lehi four resided

pleasant grove and the other two occupied a home

salt

in

lake city according to the records these seventeen appear generally to
have enjoyed success and acceptance

in

their respective communities

non residing homesteaders were able to exercise some influence
nonresiding

establishment of highland they helped to name

it

in

the

the

roads were developed

and virgin land was broken but because they continued to live in the

surrounding mormon villages it is unlikely as we shall see in the following

chapter that they were willing to enter the fray with border towns to obtain
the necessary water to make their farms on the bench very productive and
to establish highland as a place to live not just a place to farm

the

residing homesteaders were independent and not
nonresiding
seventeen original non
afraid of risks but the other twenty original homesteaders who not only

owned their land but lived on

it

were willing to risk more than just money

their reputations their membership

in

the church and their lives were

placed on the line in order to establish highland as their home

57

all

CHAPTER 3
ORIGINAL HIGHLAND RESIDENTS

they have been told that they had

no right to settle between us and

the mountains and take our water but they seem to think that they
have a right to settle where they please no matter at whose expense
expensle
you know exactly how to devise a plan to remedy this evil
but if
allowed to increase their settlement must certainly cut us short of the
we are bound as a settlement to be
water of dry creek and
destroyed therefore submit the matter into your hands to do as
998
seemeth
seebeth unto your good
1I

this was the emotional appeal of bishop david evans of lehi to
president brigham young

in

regard to new settlers who were building homes
regardto

outside the already colonized nucleated villages there is no record of any

response made by president young but bishop evans obviously believed

that brigham would exercise his power to stop such settlements and evil
practices
it was an aggressive act for anyone file for public land located on

the bench

to live on

public land with the intent to make a living off the

land by using water from nearby irrigation ditches was viewed by many in

the neighboring villages as an act of aggression owning property did not

story
history
stoEy february 5 1852 4 quoted in richard S van wagoner
david
dwid
awid evans journal Hi
lehl
lehi portraits of a utah town lehi utah lehi city corp 1990 9 47
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guarantee water rights and without irrigation water
nothing could grow in such an arid climate

it

was believed that

some grain could be raised

using the dry farming method and a few of the original homesteaders such

as alexander adamson attempted to do so with limited success

99

because the earliest residents desperately needed water they either farmed
near an already functioning irrigation ditch and enlarged it or they built

ditches of their own but

in

order to

fill

these new ditches with water they

had to take water from other major sources such as the american fork

river dry creek or bull river this water however had already been
claimed by the residents of lehi american fork or alpine
it was rather presumptuous for highland residents to think that

nobody would notice or care

to them

the

if

they took a little water which did not belong

villagers downstream especially those from lehi were furious

that these new settlers were stealing their water their fountain of

life

typical of most early mormons this was more than a secular issue

it

also a religious one

was

that explains why lehi church leaders often preached

against the homesteaders on the bench from the pulpit proclaiming them to
be horse thieves and apostates loo

igloo
100

you could not live
stephen F beck

in

highland and stay weak or timid

if

the land

history of highland book of remembrance ruby buhler highland

utah p 2
george C munns history of highland highland branch church records LDS
church archives salt lake city utah microfilm photocopy in possession of author highland
utah
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on the bench was going to produce anything besides rocks then the

residents were forced to either fight for water or locate new sources they
ended up doing both

the fight was a costly one

time and effort and some money

requiring large amounts of

certain residents were willing to even

sacrifice their relationship with the mormon church

nobody came out of

the fray with fewer enemies than when they entered

it

the cost was too

heavy for many and they simply chose to leave the area deciding that a
home on the dry windswept bench was not worth the fight

out of the seventeen original heads of households residing
highland in 1880 only six continued to live there

in

1900

in

edward winn

george myers john whiting stephen moyle and peter and jacob
beck

101

these six survived the twenty year battle to establish highland

as a community which expanded into the twentieth century other resident

homesteaders of highland according to the 1880 census who either
moved or died before 1900 are as follows

franklin gray john hart

hyrum healey john hegan william householder john pool ann preece

heber preece james pullen harry savill and edwin sawyer there were
probably other early settlers on the bench but the scope of this chapter is

to portray with some historical background the original homesteaders who
resided in highland according to the section of land they lived on

the

1I am convinced that hyrum healey would have been on the 1900 census if he had not died
101
loi

ust a few years before
jjust

despite his premature death healey should also be included as a

survivor and persister
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chapter begins with residents living
highland and will proceed

in a

in

sections

133 the southern
1

part of

northerly direction covering sections 34
36
3436

27 see illustration
and the south half of the far north sections 25
2527

1

sections 1133
becoming a farmer in highland was quite a change for a man
trained as a boiler maker appointed superintendent of construction

shipyards near london and who later lived

in

in

the west indies on the island

of bermuda for two years while constructing a large floating dock

winn was an outsider when he came to highland sometime
and his wife mary ann trinnaman were born

the

in

in

edward

1875

he

england they were

baptized members of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints

september 7 1865 five years after their marriage
wife and three children mary ann edward

jr

in

1868 edward left his

and elizabeth to travel to

new york six months later his family joined him edward purchased a
grocery store in new york which provided the winns with enough income

to purchase their fare on a transcontinental train bound for salt lake city
where they arrived

in

1871

after

living in

salt lake city for over three

years the family now consisting of five children temporarily moved to lehi
by the fall of 1875 the winns resided

in

highland where their sixth child

jane armelia was born on september 30th of that year

102

biography of edward winn
author highland utah

102

winn carlisle murray utah photocopy in possession of
61

the

move to highland presented many hardships for the family

edward and mary ann were very determined to make this place their home

their hard work and resolute determination kept them

in

highland through

edward had never been a farmer
the first decade of the twentieth century edwardhad
and highlands lack of water and rocky soil made his attempt even more
difficult than it would have been elsewhere

his discouragement

was sometimes abated when he left the farm to work

in

in

farming

the mines of

american fork canyon mining however took him away from his family
and presented him with some personal danger this was evidenced by his
breaking two legs when thrown from a horse while being chased by a

mountain lion
killed

edward also never forgot the tragedy of the snowslide which

the neighbor boy john pool

another mans frozen feet

jr

and resulted in the amputation of

103

mary ann gave birth to five other children while living in highland
it was no doubt burdensome to raise such a large family in a two room

wooden cabin located on the bench with help from the children she tried
to maintain the farm

the

in

edwards absence but he was always missed

family was inflicted with death in 1893

in less

than two

weeks diphtheria killed three of the winn children all of the children still
living at home became

ill

james henry sixteen years

ibid
bid

1031
1031bid
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old died first on

exactly one week later ada bell passed away at the age

february 10 1893

finally gala gladys seven years old died on the 19th of

of eleven

february all three children were buried

in

american fork ethyl age four

seemed to have the disease worse than the others but she survived the
mary ann had given the three children who died turpentine

terrible ordeal

as a medicine

in

hopes of curing the illness when the children swallowed

they would clutch their throats and scream

in pain

it

mary ann had

relinquished any hope of saving little ethyl and she could not bear forcing
her dying child to drink the turpentine

perhaps mary

died

anns

but ethyl survived and the others

grief was multiplied by wondering if the

treatment she had administered to the children had any part
death

in

their

104

mary ann and edwards oldest daughter mary ann had married

robert jones from alpine

in

1879

after the diphtheria epidemic of 1893

had decimated the winn home it struck the

four children in june

extremely close
in

them

log
108
106

in

joness

killing

three of their

mary ann mother and mary ann daughter became

mourning together their loss

105

0O

1910 grandma and grandpa winn as the neighbors called
Is

five years in highland
thirtyfive
sold their farm and left their home of thirty

ibid
bid

1041
1041bid

105

105ibid
ibid

nask interviewed by author march 28
alta adamson nash
recording

63

1990 american

fork utah tape

they moved to american fork to retire from
farm and to live out their days in peace

all of

the hard work on the

six months after the move edward

mary lived to be 87 before she passed away in the

died at the age of 70

home of her daughter ethyl
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edward and mary ann winn had come to highland as strangers and
left as survivors

no men nor elements had forced them to leave they

simply walked away after selling their property

they had endured their

hardships on the bench and had weathered the storm they were among

the elite few who had first established highland and then had stuck
nearly to the end of their life

the winns are still

it

out

fondly remembered for

their kindness and generosity they were very successful in growing grapes
and melons which they always shared with their neighbors

there

is no

evidence that the winns came to highland as an act of

disassociation from the church but

appearance

in

utah

108
01

it

appears that because of their late

it may have been difficult to obtain

property they desired

in

the amount of

the small segregated mormon villages they

became aberrant settlers when the homestead act was implemented

utah providing families new to the area with the chance of making
their own

it on

edward mary ann and the family chose to take advantage of the

opportunity made available by the government and not to participate

107

in

biography of edward winn

alta adamson nash interview
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actively in the LDS church there is no report of their involvement

in

the

some of their children were not

records of the highland branch or ward

baptized into the mormon faith until several years after the appointed age of
eight

for example the oldest son edward william winn was not baptized
and the fifth child george was never baptized

until he was 50 years old

before his death

only three of the seven children who married were

baptized into the church before their marriage though the winns had
mon
mormons
mormonst
Mor
mons and had made great sacrifice
monst
accepted the gospel taught by the mormone

in

following the counsel of mormon leadership to migrate to zion they never

became institutionalized members of the church while not wanting to be
severed from the church
if

it

appears they wanted little to do with

it

the winns were even lukewarm toward the church before coming

to highland the relationship became a cold one because of their conflict with

lehi residents over water ancestors still recall the family folklore of
grandma winn sitting on the he
headgate
adgate
in

order to stop

lehis stake president

in

their ditch armed with a shotgun

from stealing their water

log
109
09

one

incident which appears to be reliable was reported in the highland church

records by george C munns as follows

the

people of lehi guarded the ditch bank with armed men some of
king
ling in their behavour
two men guarding the
them very threaten
threatening
befavour
ditch caught mrs mary ann winn and her son edward W winn using
water to irrigate with the boy was out in the grain and mrs winn
standing by the gap in the ditch bank with a good big stream of water

lwwinn
lewinn
winn carlisle personal communication with author april 7 1992 murray utah
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they told her to stand back and they

flowing unto the grain

commenced to through throw gravel and dirt into the gap mrs winn
made good use of the hoe that she had in her hands by pulling the
gravel out with the help of the water as fast as these two big selfish
fellows could through throw it in at last one of them was about to
push her away when as quick as a thought she thrust her hand into her
agley looking knife there was blood
bosom quickly fetching out a big ugley
in her eye and had the man laid a hand upon her that would have been
I
had to leave her and her son in possion
mossion
the two fellows 110
O
lio
llo
0
possession of the water
sic modern punctuation added
1

1

unlike mary ann not every resident had to fight to live on the

bench james pullen owned one hundred sixty acres

in

the southeast corner

of highland and there is no record that he ever had a conflict over the land
or water

his peace on the bench was preserved for three reasons first

his property was south of

lehis ditches the source of his water

unknown but it did not effect the source of

lehis water second

is

he was

only a temporary resident of highland probably living there only periodically
in

the summers

because he resided

in

american fork most of the year he

was not perceived as a maverick third he was
mormonism

faithful

in following

he had more than one wife

C munns

the mainstream of

the doctrines and leaders of the church

james pullen

polygamist that ever lived in highland

II iiogeorge
george
OGeorge

in

is

the only confirmed mormon

111

history of highland

mere
there

was another polygamist family who briefly lived in highland after the nineteenth
century about 1930 but they were fundamentalists who had been excommunicated from the
mormon church according to keith adamsons recollection their name was barlow
this fact is further evidence that highland is a unique mormon community utah towns
practicing
established before the twentieth century who only had one practice
ing polygamist would have been
practici
practic
extremely rare
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because his father died when he was only three months old james
12
112
pullen112
pullen
was forced to learn selfreliance
self reliance and responsibility at an early

age four years after being baptized a mormon james migrated to america
from england in 1844 he was seventeen years old

he lived

in

nauvoo and

became acquainted with the mormon prophet joseph smith before smith

was shot to death five months later

james was hurriedly married to alice moon on the same day that
the first group of saints led by brigham young fled nauvoo february 4

1846 pullen was a member of the nauvoo legion which futilely tried to
defend the mormon city

alice and he were among the last to give up hope

and leave beautiful nauvoo they moved first to alton illinois in 1848

where they lived for a few years their first two children were born

in

alton they named the first james franklin and the second joseph henry

another son and a daughter were born into the family before they migrated
from council bluffs iowa to salt lake city in 1856 where they lived for

two years because of the utah war james with his family journeyed
south and resided

in

payson they then moved back to salt lake city and

they also lived briefly

in

farmington

finally in 1864 james and alice with

their five children permanently moved to american fork

113

all the records spell the name pullen but it is eventually changed to pulley

the cause

for the change or correction is not completely clear

maria pullen casey
author highland utah

history of james pullen
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n

manuscript photocopy in possession of

when public land became available after 1869 james first bought
shortly after this

fifty acres of bottom farm land south of american fork

purchase brigham young visited the area and james who had been one of

brighams bodyguards from 1856
1858 made an inquiry to young as to
18561858
where the most valuable property would be located

brigham answered

james by telling him that land on higher elevations would someday be the
most valuable james thought
places

well it wont hurt to have some

so he acquired one hundred sixty acres on the bench

the homestead patent actually appears

in

in

both

114

but

the name of his oldest son james

franklin pullen who also resided in american fork with his wife sarah
application was signed and finalized february 10 1876

the

15
115
1

according to the 1880 census james sr lived on the bench with
his polygamous wife lydia and their three young children

married lydia who was from farmington in 1874

james had

for three and a half

years james alice and lydia shared a polygamous relationship alice died
in

1877 at the age of fifty five james was only five years older than alice

one years older than lydia
but he was thirty
thirtyone
children one of

lydias grandchildren

she would bear him thirteen

still remembers his grandmother

mentioning the jealousy that alice displayed towards her because of her

114ibid
ibid

book bureau of land management salt lake city utah
homestead plat B
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younger age

the

ilg
116

pullen residence on the bench was probably temporary because

james did

live in

property

the last house

american fork where he built three homes on the same
built before the turn of the century was one of the

most beautiful red brick homes

in

the county people traveled miles to see

1992
the pullen home which today 11992

is

455 south 500 east american fork
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in

june of 1880 james and

vacant but still standing located at

his family lived in highland next door

to his older brother william and his family all three of

jamess

and

lydias children had the measles and four of williams seven children also
suffered from the disease
in

118
13

perhaps their decision to temporarily reside

highland was a self
imposed quarantine or a move to speed the healing
selfimposed

process
in

june 1900 james and lydia were

living in

american fork with

seven of their thirteen children their youngest child lydia maria was
eleven months old james was seventy seven and lydia forty six maria

was only seven when james died at the age of eighty three

in

1906 but

she later recalled a couple of experiences with her elderly father she could
remember his long prayers and thought it was humorous when he prayed

clifford pulley personal communication with author may 23 1992 highland utah
maria pullen casey

history of james pullen

118usS manuscript census 1880
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w

for so long in the mornings when the older children were anxious to go to

school marias memory never dimmed on her first visit to a mormon

childrens primary meeting because her older father went with her she
also recalled

school

I1

one sunday morning as was ready to leave for sunday
1I

addressed him as dad how do

1I

look

1I

promptly got told that

little girls should call their parents mother and father

religious disciplinarian

james was a strict

on another occasion one of his sons later reported

that when his father heard him curse james almost chased him off the
property

119

lydia esther hall pullen followed james

in

death thirty years later

january 6 1936 for the last several years before her death noah pulley
her son and his family resided with her

in

the beautiful red brick home

john hegan was one of the earliest residents to receive his
homestead papers which were signed march 30 1881

sometime before

1876 he had built a home and was living on his property with his wife
caroline and their daughter maggie when the census was taken june 17

1880 john was thirty two caroline was thirty and maggie was eight

johns parents were

from new york but he had been born in iowa

the

year of his birth was 1847 or 48 the same period of time that mormons fled
illinois and were located in camps all across the

state of iowa it

is

assumed

that the hegan family were members of the church these were trying

maria pullen casey

history of james pullen
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M

years for the saints and we can only imagine the travail of

johns mother in

bringing an infant into such poor conditions

caroline was from prussia and her parents had also been born there

the story

of how she came to utah would be an interesting one but

unfortunately the details are unknown other than for the 1880 census

government and church records are silent about the background of this
caroline was likely affiliated with mormonism and that is probably

family

why she came to utah

fegans
the hegans

and winns were neighbors and the occupation of john

and edward according to the 1880 census was farmer and miner

were likely partners
reported

in

in

the mining industry

in

american fork canyon it was

an early history that one day while mr john hegan and mr

winn were up

in

american fork canyon hustling

stealing water

john hegan

used very indecent language to her after having shut of

off the water from her
like mary

E

a grub stake as they call

a certain school teacher of lehi having caught mrs

it

they

120
121

in her

ann winn felt justified

in

husbands absence caroline hegan
taking water which did not belong to

her

these two neighbors became close friends as they shared adversity
in

residing on the bench their friendship however was temporary since

fegans probably moved before the little red schoolhouse was built on
the hegans
george C munns

history of highland
71

by 1900 they had not only departed from highland

their property in 1888

but possibly the state since they were not listed anywhere on the utah

census did they like other original highland residents such as john and

sarah pool leave the state because they were weary of fighting mormon
hegan was listed as one of the defendants
defendents

villagers

water

122

residing
farmer
another miner and farmer122
in

in

highland was william

pennsylvania in 1828 he was married to susanah

who had also been born

in

pennsylvania just two years later

lived with four of their children

year old daughter

the law suit over

121

ellingson v poole and others

householder born

in

in

1880 they

alfred 24 sarah 20 john 16 and a six

the last three

children were born in utah meaning that

william and susanah had migrated westward sometime before 1860 but

they cannot be found on any census
in

1856 joseph

R

in

utah before or after 1880

and mary gray resided in union fort their

oldest son was franklin thomas gray four years old the family had
migrated to utah from england just a few years before

by 1860 the grays

had moved to lehi perhaps the move was influenced by the massive

migration caused by the utah war this was the case with many who moved

to utah county

in

long time
the late 50s and early gos the family became longtime

influential members of that community

this law suit is mentioned in the case lehi irrigation co v moyle and others pacific
reporter
rgporte
reporte st paul west publishing co 1886 vol 9 p 871
880
871880
122us
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in his early

twenties thomas married mary J

resided on the bench with four children

in

1880 they

elizabeth 8 franklin 6 james 4

and baby joseph 5 months old this is the only family from lehi who

homesteaded

in

highland and lived on their property

it is uncertain how

long they resided in their home on the bench but before 1900 they moved

back to lehi for whatever reasons thomas and mary decided that life was

easier

in

the older established village than

perhaps they felt caught

in

in a

new aberrational settlement

the middle of the conflict between lehi and

highland residents over water
123
evaline123

harry savill his wife evaline

carey resided
was twenty

in

highland in 1880

harry was born

savills living
several savells

in

in

and their one year old daughter

harry was twenty three and evaline

england evaline in utah

there were

salt lake city and harry was likely related he

probably came to highland from salt lake city shortly after his marriage
in

1896 according to the abstract book of utah county harry

transferred the property to evaline and later

in

the same year evaline sold

savells reside on the property
the property to john van steeter did the savills
until 1896

the summer

did they live there year round or like others live there only in

why did harry gift the property to evaline

relationship were they separated divorced

was harry dying or just putting

123this
this is how her name is spelled in the federal census but in the

book her name is spelled

avelina
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what was their

utah county abstract

his estate in order

where did they go

were there more children

what

savells and lehi and other highland
affiliation existed between the savills

harry evaline and carey can not be located on the 1900

residents

census unfortunately their history and contribution

in

highland can not

receive the attention which they deserve because of the lack of information
available on these obscure original homesteading residents
i
e
c
sections
t 0ns
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john and sarah ann thirkell pool were outsiders they came to
highland from salt lake city in 1874 with their nine children

this was

a

major move for them probably a move to dissociate themselves to some

degree from the mormon church they were both born

in

england and

emigrated to america because of the call of the mormon prophets for the

saints to gather

in

zion

the family

of john pool was among the first

families to immigrate to nauvoo in 1840

the thirkell

family migrated from

england to new orleans then up the mississippi river to council bluffs
iowa in 1853

both families came across the plains and settled

in

grantsville
Grants ville tooele
thoele county utah where they were neighbors A romance
began between sarah ann thirkell and john pool which resulted
on june 25 1854

sarah lived

in

124

marriage

1874 john and
for the next twenty years 1854
18541874

ogden wellsville and richmond where sarahs parents had

nis
louis but the relationship died coming across the plains
124this
mis is

in

johns second marriage he had married a young mormon girl while living in st

shortly after arriving in utah they
were divorced she complained that john and his father were bossy while john was disgusted
with her unwillingness to attend to her wifely duties

74

moved and then in salt lake city before they moved to highland

according to family tradition john was asked while residing

in

cache

valley to participate in the practice of plural marriage he and sarah
vehemently refused which resulted in some ostracism from the church and
community

sarak ann
this was not the first negative experience which sarah

had encountered with polygamy when sarah was sixteen years old the

thirkell family had decided to migrate to zion they boarded the ship the
night before it was to set sail for america

that

night after the rest of the

children had fallen to sleep sarah witnessed her mother weeping because

she had just learned that mormons

in

utah practiced plural marriage mary

thirkell was so upset with this new information that she threatened to jump
ship with all of her children and stay in england but before they slept that
night john knelt by marys chair and begged her to stay

he promised her

that he would never practice plural marriage nor sanction any of his children
living it a promise

that he faithfully kept until his death

125

and sarah

continued to keep the promise after his death
additional evidence that john and sarah desired to break away from the

church

is provided by a journal kept by

the

126
pools126
poois125
Pools after

they had moved

sarah ann pool pool family journal AMs ann pool salt lake city utah

no authorship

is claimed in the journal but it becomes obvious reading it that sarah and

ment it
especially her daughter eva are the principal writers in this important historical docu
document
is not surprising that the journal is impressively written sarah had been well educated in
england before migrating to america she had received some training as an english teacher and
had no doubt taught her children

75

from highland to santa

rosa california

in a journal entry

dated sunday

september 14 1884 they describe coming to a house with beautiful
vineyards near placerville
Plac erville california sarah sent her youngest son roy to

the house with five cents to pay for some grapes he had eaten and
of purchasing more

in

hope

then the journal describes what happened next the

man that lives here came to salt lake city with

johnsons army he asked

chauncy another son where we were from
chauncy replied utah

are you mor mons
no
all right go to the orchard and get all the fruit you can eat and

take the folks some

99127
11127
127

this experience documents the familys determination to deny their
affiliation with the mormon church
in

the back of the old journal these words are written

john and

sarah ann pool were each the only members of their family that did not
believe in mormonism and they refused to raise their family in that faith
having many clashes with the church officials after they openly
rebelled

128

besides their refusal to practice plural marriage we do not

specifically know what other clashes john and sarah ann pool might have
117eva
va

pool pool family journal

128the
the
ibe author of this last section of the journal is unknown but it seems to be written
sometime after sarah and evas entries

76

had with the church but we can assume that their move to highland if not
a conscious act was a subconscious one to separate themselves from the

church their move to an isolated homestead

1874 was another

in

independent act of autonomy counter to the counsel of the church
hierarchy to locate within the theocratic mormon villages

unfortunately the clashes which the pools had been engaged

in

before their move to highland did not end after their move john and sarah

ann took out a patent on 160 acres of farm land
section thirty five which was divided almost

in

in

the southeast quarter of

half by the lehi ditch

this

seven mile ditch had been dug with some difficulty by early settlers from the
nearby town of lehi

in

1851

the ditch

carried water west from the

american fork river across the bench of highland to the rich bottom farm
land of lehi

john pool along with other highland residents enlarged the

ditch and used some of the water from it this action resulted in a law suit
and a bitter fight with two hundred residents of lehi

129

of course

without water the land was useless so the fight for water was a fight for
survival and pool was a fighter

130
george sutherland
was the attorney
sutherlandwas

gardner
1850 1950 salt lake city deseret news
neu lehi centennial history 18501950
ner
hamilton Gard
press 1953 145 this case ellingson v poole is referred to in the lehi irrigation co v

reporter
879 880
porter vol 9 p 879880
moyle case see pacific Rg

chis

george sutherland that served in the US supreme court
although it may have been his father alexander george sutherland
Sut
sutherlands
herlands name was
originally the same as his father but to avoid confusion he dropped the alexander
the two
of them did work together in a law practice in provo utah from 1883 to 1889 long after
justice sutherland had moved away from utah he criticized brigham youngs tight control of the
130this
rhis was probably the same

77

selected to represent highlands interest

people wondered lots of times if

highland was right in winning the law suit and getting the much needed

water for their dry land or

if

they just had the best lawyer

in

the state

131

this conflict with lehi residents and mormon leaders must have
convinced john and sarah that the only way they could really be

independent from the church and its people was not only to live outside the
village but to leave the state

referring again to the pool journal we read

by 1884 there was so many gentiles in utah that john considered it safe to

leave the country and took his family consisting of chauncy eva george

roy and his wife and went by wagon team to california

132

thus

on

july 26 1884 at 300 pm the pools left highland having sold their land

1000

for

133

one son william stayed

in

highland and married his

sweetheart from american fork ruth mercer two months later on october
2 1884 the family arrived in

santa rosa and purchased 40 acres paying

water supply which made large holdings of land unprofitable p25 it also seems reasonable
that john pool would select the Sut
sutheriands
sutherlands
herlands to represent him since they were also outside the
church george sr had renounced his faith in mormonism around 1869 after joining the
church in england in 1862 george jr was a baptized member and a deacon but inactive
see joel francis paschal mr justice sutherland A man against the state princeton princeton
university press 1951
1951
131
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family
familv journal it is unclear why john considered it safe to finally leave utah
famila
perhaps in the heat of the battle over water john had received threats which he did not believe
were completely idle
133

abstract book office of the recorder utah county utah

78

70 an acre with 300 as a down payment

134

before their departure for santa rosa sarah had given birth to four
children while residing in highland

this had increased the total number of

pool children to thirteen but only four of those made the journey to

california

john and sarah would not just remember highland for the fight

over water which they had won but also for fighting for the survival of
their children which they lost
buried in highland

135

ill

fadedly five of their children died and were
fatedly

three died within eight days of each other john

and sarah did not have time to finish grieving the loss of one child before

another passed away

four year old myron was the first to die on february

24 1879 then six year old arthur took his last breath only three days later
and finally two year old clarence on march 3 1879 suffocated to death
from diphtheria just like his two older brothers who had preceded him

one year later

in

only

january 1880 sarah gave birth to another baby boy which

they named ernest and just six days after his birth he died the fifth child
to be buried

in

highland was the oldest son

in

the family named after his

father john he was tragically killed by a snowslide while sleeping

in a

cabin located up american fork canyon near the pittsburg mine where he

was employed against his mothers wishes

in

tribute to her oldest son

pool family journal
pooi

these are the only known graves

in highland other families residing on the bench would
bury their loved ones who died in the cemeteries of alpine or american fork Is this further
proof that the pools desired seclusion from the mormons and their villages

79

sarah submitted an article to the deseret news describing the fatal incident
and praising her son john

character

jr

who was a young man of strict moral

131
136

the

pools probably built the first home in highland and their family

accounted for the first birth and the first death
earliest historical documents written

the first man to build a home
but we cannot be sure

if

in

in

in

highland

some of the

highland claim that john pool was

highland

13
137

this

is probably

accurate

the early settlers definition of highland included all

the boundaries

of the sections previously described

of highland appear to

be more confined in the early records than the city limits of the present

therefore the pool home was the first

in

highland as they perceived

mind what property highland consisted of in the

the first home on the bench however

in

their

1870s and presumably

it is impossible

to determine without

any doubt who was actually the first to establish permanent residency in the

area because of missing records and the free
lance style of settlement taking
freelance
place

when the pools left highland they thought they would never return
but following another disaster which struck the family while living

in

california they came back to utah

eva was crushed to death by a train

near their home in santa rosa

family thought it might be best to leave

the

deseret evening news january 21 1881 p 4 microfilm
george C munns
murins

history of highland
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the area

in

order to forget this haunting incident so in 1896 they moved

back to salt lake city and two years later john died

sarah still outside

the faith of mormonism helped to organize the unitarian church
city before she passed away

regrettably little

in

about the edwin sawyer family they

acquired a homestead directly west of the pool property
in

salt lake

1917

is known

outsider who probably lived

in

he was an

salt lake city during the winter and moved to

the census taker found

highland in order to farm his land in the summer

him at home in highland with his wife catherine and their ten year old son

edwin

jr

in

june of 1880 at the age of fifty four edwin sr was the

second oldest resident homesteader of highland only james pullen was
older

his occupation according to the census was farming and

catherine his wife was listed as keeping house

38
1 l138

comparing the 1876 and 1877 utah county tax rolls it appears

that edwin sawyer was homesteading land on the bench
apparently did not build on his farm until 1877
following the evaluation of

sawyers lived

in

in

1876 but

on the 1877 tax rolls

sawyers property salt lake city

the column labeled comments
residence was still

in

is written in

this must mean that sawyers primary

salt lake city the 1878 tax records show that the

an above
average home appraised at 350 owned two
aboveaverage

horses and possessed a vehicle horse drawn wagon worth 25 the total

131us
US manuscript census 1880

81

value of his assessed property in highland totaled 450 there was no
furniture of any value in his home with double residency divided between

salt lake city and highland furniture was a luxury they probably could not
afford in their farm home on the bench

139

parttime
being from salt lake city this part
time resident was an outsider to
highland when he moved to utah county to scratch out a living in the

summer months on the bench

he had migrated to the united states from

england where he was born in 1826

post boy

in

he served for three months as a

the united sates infantry

in

1861

140

probably not married

before he came to utah he met and married his wife catherine who had
migrated to utah in 1860 from south africa

son edwin

141

edwin and catherine had one

who was born in 1870 and was living with them

summer of 1880

in

the

according to the 1900 census catherine had given birth

to three children who were still living in 1900 she was living with one of
them agnes knox apparently a widow who worked as a wash woman to
provide a living for her two children

catherine and edwin agnes had

forty five was also taking care of her
been born in 1865 and at the age of fortyfive

mother age seventy seven

edwin senior had evidently died

nothing is

known about the third child
1391jtah
utah

county assessment rolls

military veteran census 1870

the

1900 census listed his name as edward but the 1880 census gave his name as edwin
in the church membership records he was also known as edwin

82

any mark that the sawyers left on highland was a quiet one they
were involved in the water wars with lehi edwin was one of the

defendents
defendants

in

the law suite

sawyers were

ellingson v poole and others

neighbors to john and sarah pool as well as jacob and elizabeth beck but

the record is silent regarding their experiences interactions and influence on

the bench we do know that they were among the first to live

in

highland

and in their case this was influence enough
in

the southwest corner of section thirty four one hundred sixty

acres were homesteaded by john hart the 1880 census provides our only
source of information on mr hart when the census was taken he was
living with his wife mary

J and a nephew edwin

F

in

1880 john was

fifty years old his wife was eight years younger and edwin was nineteen

all three were born

doctor

142
112
142

in

england john had two occupations

farmer and

because of his age experience and training he could have

been an important asset to the establishment of highland but the record is
silent about any of his contributions

the

family left highland and possibly

the state before the turn of the century or death may have occurred they
do not appear on any utah census after 1880

they were probably mormon

converts although this is uncertain they likely migrated to utah after 1870
since they are not on any census before 1880 their sudden appearance
and quick absence will for now remain a mystery

112us
US manuscript census 1880
142
112
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john heber preece was the oldest son of john preece a devout
preece
jenkins
johns first wife john
day
and
elizabeth
latterday
saint
latter

heber acquired a homestead

august

highland of one hundred sixty acres on

at the time of the census june 1880

1883

1

in

he was residing on

the property as a bachelor farmer we dont know with any certainty

if his

farm in highland was a permanent residence or merely a summer home

whichever

it may have been he

was not there for long before 1889 he had

married isadora jameson and they were living

alma was born

in

provo where their first son

113
143

preece
a half
brother to john heber did not receive his
halfbrother
albert

patent until 1886 even though his mother and two younger brothers were
residing on the property in 1880

everent preece was or
his mother ann overent

had been the plural wife of john preece

appeared

in

alberts name

although the homestead patent

he was not living in highland when the 1880

census was taken ann was living there with two of her other sons nephi
twenty one years old and joseph age eleven we cannot account for the
twentyone
twenty two years old when the census was
absence of albert he was twentytwo
taken why was ann living with her sons
second home for alberts father john
were they separated or divorced
minnie

R

143andrew
andrew jenson
143

was this a summer home or

were ann and john still married or

these questions remain unanswered

jenkins was the widow of john

A

jenkins who had

latterday
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia 4653
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a

been crushed to death between a hay wagon and fence post
a twin on september 7 1857 to

john and sarah pool

minnie married jenkins on her birthday in 1878

in

she was born

ogden utah

exactly one year and

eighteen days later john died leaving minnie six months pregnant with a
baby boy whom she named after his father john A jenkins

when the 1880 census was taken minnie with six month old john
was living with her parents

in

highland

less than one year later she

received a land patent for the northwest quarter of section thirty six totaling

one hundred sixty acres there is no evidence that she lived on her

homestead and
parents

in

it

cannot be determined how long she stayed with her

highland

minnie probably moved to salt lake city shortly after

her second marriage to daniel

M

torpey on new years day 1889 he was

employed there as a postal clerk in 1900 daniel minnie and john
lived on

jr

west temple street next door neighbors to george and mary

raybould mary was minnies twin sister

in april

1924 minnie married her

third husband george raybould almost two years after the death of mary

and shortly after the death of daniel

george died

seventy eight years old before she died
to be seventyeight

the becks
settled

in

in

in

1929 and minnie lived

salt lake city

healeyy were two prominent families who had earlier
and healeys

alpine in 1878 elizabeth healey twenty and jacob beck thirty

met at the sawmill in american fork canyon she was working as a cook
and he was hauling ore from one of the mines located there

85

they were

married on october 2 1878 after a short courtship

144

more than a year

earlier jacob had the foresight to acquire 160 acres on the highland bench

after jacob and elizabeths marriage they

for 200

lived in a two room

adobe home which had been built on the 160 acres by

jacobs father

stephen beck a carpenter and his uncle frederick a mason this small
two room home eventually grew into a beautiful spacious ten room home
where elizabeth would give birth to their fifteen children and entertain many

guests

145
141

A

few years after their marriage the becks purchased eighty

additional acres making their ranch a total of 240 acres of all the first

settlers
the first

highland jacob became the most successful capitalist he was

in
in

highland to make the land more than pay for itself

his cattle

ranch orchard and crops were considered to be among the best in the state
of utah

students came from the utah state agricultural college

115 miles away to see and study

jacobs methods

jacob possessed more cattle than anyone

in

in

logan

many believed that

utah county the feed

required to maintain becks cattle provided a ready market for other farmers
in

because of this the beck ranch saved many

highland

financial ruin

1418
146

in an early biographical history of

in

highland from

the state of utah

1betha
betha S ingram ed the james and john healey family history provo utah
abetha
stevenson 1963
145

145beck
beck
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J

grant

jacobs success after

moving to highland is described in the following

words

he at once began to develop and improve the land which was at
that time a wilderness of sagebrush and he has converted it into a tract
of rich fertility he has excellent building upon the place his fields are
well fenced and everything about his farm is indicative of his
progressive spirit and practical methods his success is the direct result
of his efforts

117
147

life for the becks

in

highland was not without its hardships two

sons and four daughters died here jacob raymond the first boy born
the family died one month after his birth

in

in

1883 ten years later martha

the tenth child also died shortly after her birth and two daughters died
within five days of each other during the diphtheria epidemic of 1894 alice

maude age 11 and vera beck age 5 no funerals could be held because of

the fear of the epidemic the children were buried without the opportunity
for loved ones neighbors and friends to extend their last respects

the

fourteenth child daniel lyman beck died two months after his birth all six
children were buried

in

alpine other children nearly died

in

the diphtheria

epidemic but according to the family were only kept alive by the father
continually throwing them up

in

the air to keep them breathing

the winters were extremely harsh

on the bench

148

the frequent fierce

winds caused a little snow to seem like a blizzard and drift in great depths

jacobs

home became a refuge for travelers who were caught in a storm on

II p 795
utah since statehood chicago SJ clarke 1919 vol 11
p 125
ingram healey family history
his
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the bench jacobs son later recalled one morning that his father looked out
the window and saw something up the road on investigating a family
had been caught in the storm and had turned the wagon box upside down
and crawled under for protection where the storm had raged over them all

he took them to his home and gave them some breakfast and after

night

the storm subsided the family gratefully went on their way

149

it would be difficult to overstate the importance of the role

and elizabeth beck played

in

the settlement of highland

success indirectly encourage others to settle

in

jacob

not only did their

highland but without his

foresight and finances highland may not have obtained enough water to

support the people who lived there early

in

provo
century
the twentieth
the

reservoir company built a reservoir with a canal and was selling some of
the water while others

in

highland purchased ten to thirty shares of the

water jacob purchased two hundred shares representing a 14000
financial obligation when some people expressed their doubt of
ability to pay that much money he responded by saying

1I

jacobs

am not

concerned so much about the cost as am the need of water for the bench
I1

1I

want to change the color of my farm

150

although this investment

seemed incredible almost ridiculous to many
life
ilfe he
lifehe

it

characterized jacob becks

was a generous provider for his family and an important contributor

eck
beck
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to his community because he was willing to take risks and move outside the
village and the mainstream

brother of jacob beck two years younger also homesteaded

A

highland peter beck

peter was born

his family from denmark in 1862

in

1849

in

he migrated to utah with

upon their arrival

in

zion the family

moved to alpine after a short stay in salt lake city his father stephen

was a carpenter by trade and like jacob he helped peter build a home on
the bench

in

the following decade in the early 70s peter married his wife

isadore their first child peter was born
born in 1877 and 1879

the

in

1875

two more children are

sometime between 1880 and 1886 isadore dies

record is silent in providing any details
in

1886 peter married his second wife maggie who is seventeen

years younger than peter they have eight children seven who were alive
in

1900

in

the first decade of the twentieth century the family left

highland and never returned

george

C

with his wife ann

munns moved to highland sometime shortly after 1880

george takes an active part

in

the community and

church he was the first constable of highland and the first church clerk

seven children were born to george and ann

in

highland according to

church records which were written by him he also wrote the earliest
history of highland being appointed by the priesthood as the clerk to do

so although his writing is quite clear and fluent he lacks confidence

89

in his

in a preface to his

ability

1I

short history he writes

trust that those who

may have occasion to search these records will be very lenient in their

criticism
life

I1

have no education

1I

have never been to school a week in my

151

george with his family abandoned highland
before

the

in

1900 or shortly

last identifiable entry in the records of the church written by

george was dated july 10 1898 he recorded the birth of his own daughter
elsie elmira

the munns do not appear on any census

in

utah any detail

about their life before they moved to highland while they lived there or
where they went is strangely missing

early highland and this author is

indebted to george for his important historical contributions but with regret

there

is

too little that we know about the history of highlands first historian

27
sections 25
2527

hyrum healey never grew tired of telling his children about his
journey from england to utah in 1862 when he was a boy ten years old

his parents john and mary hemingway healey obedient to the call to
gather to zion utah decided
order to make the trip

it

would be best for the family to split up in

mary took the three oldest children which included

hyrum and a new baby elizabeth ann john stayed

in

england with the

second youngest child to continue to earn money for the perpetual
immigration fund

george C munns

in his later life

hyrums children would sit on his knee

history of highland
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and listen to their father relate to them in words and song his adventures on

the atlantic ocean riding the train from new york to florence nebraska
and the final trek of walking across the plains to salt lake city his memory
of the legions of soldiers traveling by train to fight in the civil war his heart
breaking when he lost one of his mothers shoes while crossing a river
forcing her to walk barefoot and the tragedy of watching his nine month old

sister elizabeth wrapped

in a

teamsters shirt and buried somewhere on the

plains of wyoming were all stories that hyrums children never tired of

hearing

152

healeyy arrived
when the healeys

johns brother james

had settled

in

utah they moved to alpine where

their first home was

in

the old town

hall then later they lived in a dugout cave where the cemetery was later

located

within a year mary and the children were reunited with their father

and brother who had arrived safely from england

hyrum as a young man worked

in a

153

smelting plant located near

cedar valley it was here that he became acquainted with a new friend
william F carson the son of bishop john carson from fairfield
while visiting their home he met elvira carson williams sister

courtship they were married

in

one day

after

a short

the endowment house january 25 1875

even before hyrum was married he had filed for a homestead on the

413 415
ngram healey family Hist
gry p 413415
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bench his property included eighty acres located

in

the northeast corner of

canyon
fork
american
of
he built a
mouth
the
highland nearest to the
two room log cabin with a summer kitchen he worked hard to clear his
land of the tall sagebrush before planting fruit trees ground cherries choke

cherries service berries potatoes wheat and oats

154

He
aleys not only
healeys
july 4 1877 was a double celebration for the healeyy

was

it

independence day but elvira gave birth to their first child whom

they named elvira perdita the happiness this child brought into their small
home was short lived

she died april

hyrum

5 1878 after a short illness

and elvira received some solace from the tragedy when they went for a walk

east of their home toward the canyon As they walked along a path running
parallel to a stream of water elvira suddenly saw the spirit of a child

dancing just above the water

healeyy always
the healeys

believed this was a

vision heaven sent to tell them that their child was happy and not to
mourn for her
in

the next nine years elvira gave birth to four more children

hyrum carson minnie ann john franklin and william matthew

greatest trial of hyrums

life occurred on may

sweetheart elvira died from complications
william nine days after his delivery

the

24 1886 when his

in giving

birth to their baby boy

thirty four years old
she was just thirtyfour

only the oldest son carson would have any memories of his mother

1

uhyrum
hyrum healey
thyrum

912147150
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minnie who was four years old when her mother died had to rely on what
little information friends and family shared with her from time to time in

order to know what her mother was like minnie also treasured a few relics
in

she

an old trunk which provided her with some knowledge of her mother

later wrote

so do not remember her and have drawn my impressions of her
in my mothers trunk
from the precious things found in her trunk
1I

1I

I1

found many things that told me the kind of person she was a little half
baby quilt blocks
finished white stocking she was knitting for her new babyquilt
sewn with small dainty stitches there was a lovely fur cape and pieces
This trunk of her possessions was my dearest
of dainty handwork
handworkthis
155
treasure it was sacred to me and all had to remember her by
1I

hyrum felt it was
out
11

in

the best interest of the children to farm them

his mother mary healey took the new baby

11supervised
supervised

the welfare of the other children

158
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in

her home and

the three

older children

were spread out among hyrums three married sisters who lived

county

in

in

utah

the summer time the children would be reunited with their

father and helped him take care of the farm

in

highland

five years after the death of elvira hyrum married mary read
healey from salt lake city the children called their new mother
polly

aunt

according to john franklins side of the family aunt polly was

very strict and not very fond of children

minnie gibson

elvira carson healey

1

she was a good wife to hyrum

gry ed betha
history
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S

ingram

but did not bring much happiness into the lives of his children

157

mary

did not give birth to any children of her own

the

mormon church organized the residents of highland into their

own ecclesiastical congregation known as a branch

samuel

A

on march 13 1892

eastman was appointed as the presiding elder seventeen

months later it was decided that the branch should be reorganized

accordingly on sunday august 13 1893 david john and edward
partridge of the stake presidency bishop T R cutler of lehi bishop
marsh and counselor carlisle of alpine counselor george cunningham
and william S robinson of the high council american fork visited us
for the purpose of reorganization after interesting talks from the
brethren present the people were asked to suggest the names of the
brethren whom they would like to preside samuel A eastman richey
harkness and hyrum healey were suggested and then it was left to
the authorities present to make the selection hyrum healey was
158
modern punctuation added
chosen and sustained

to

be one of the three selected for consideration by his fellow

residents and then be chosen by authorities representing the church

speaks highly of hyrum healey popular enough among his peers yet
trusted by his religious leaders was a great compliment to this faithful man

somehow hyrum had been able to farm on the bench while avoiding the
fight with other communitys ecclesiastical leaders

one day

in

the fall of 1893 while acting

in his

duties as highlands

ibid
bid

1571
1571bid
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i58from
from the highlands

A letter written to the editor of the evening dispatch although
old timers credit either stephen moyle or james brown as author date
the author is unknown oldtimers
written is also unknown but it appears to have been written shortly after august 13 1893
photocopy in possession of author highland utah
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presiding elder he was delivering a load of hay to american fork which had

suddenly on a rough slanting road

been paid to the church as tithing

something caused the horses to lurch forward and hyrum fell off the
wagon

from then until his death

in

1896
the following spring april 27 18960

he suffered terribly from severe headaches and a stiff neck

reed smoot a

prominent mormon church leader spoke at his funeral

aunt polly one year later left the children and the farm and moved
back to salt lake city

recollecting this time of her life hyrums daughter

realizing

minnie wrote

I1

had lost my best friends

1I

went to live with an

aunt at provo bench orem where attended the spencer school
I1

carson

sixteen years old and twelve year old frank stayed on the farm and tried to
make a living

after working hard for three years they gave up and went

their separate ways

carson went to salt lake city and worked his way

through the LDS business college and john franklin went to live with his
grandmother carson who had moved to the provo bench

159

other outsiders who made highland their home included the whiting
clan

on july

church

in

1

1844 john whiting married ann pinfold at the parish

north hampshire england john was a mason and ann a

lacemaker

it is uncertain why after the birth of four children two of which

died shortly after birth they decided to migrate to america

it is equally

cormons
Mor mons there is no record
unclear how they became associated with the mormons

51
51ngram
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of their baptism into the church until after they were dead and their

ancestors were baptized as proxy for them
some time

in

in

1930

st louis where another son was

180
160

after spending

born whom they named

john the family made the journey to salt lake city where they arrived

in

1854 ancestors boast that john was good friends with the walker
known apostate merchants who were very successful
wellknown
brothers well

in

utah the walkers chose john whiting the accomplished brickmason to
build their store located on main

ann gave birth to

street

in

salt lake city

161

a baby girl in 1856 named mary

ann

in

1862

another daughter they named marcia was born sadness struck the
Whi
tings in 1864 when a son named
whitings
writings

james died shortly after birth and

in

whitings
tings
writings
1866 another newborn died this time a girl named louisa the Whi
family not long after their arrival
were a generous familynot

in

salt lake city they

adopted an eleven year old boy william brown two years earlier his
parents along with three of their children had died of cholera while crossing
the plains

in

1862 william and two younger brothers survived this ordeal

and were all adopted by separate families

john whiting had known

williams father who was also a brickmason
160the
me

162

day saints believe that religious ordinances of the
church of jesus christ of latter
latterday

church can be performed for the dead these ordinances such as baptism are performed in an
LDS temple vicariously by someone living
jessie myers adamson
highland utah
1621
1626

mary ann whiting myers

photocopy in possession of author

life sketch of william T brown builders of alpine 1128
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it was possibly through williams influence that the whiting family

became associated with the history of highland

in

1858 as johnstons

army approached utah the people in salt lake city and all points north were

strongly encouraged by the mormon hierarchy to flee to utah county and

army
johnstons
from
discourage
safety
and
to
for
places
south
other
staying in utah

1183
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the whiting

family moved south temporarily to

mountainville
Mountain ville now known as alpine utah

williams aunt his fathers

sister was married to the bishop of this small village and they had adopted

williams younger brother samuel it seemed the best place for william and
his adoptive family to go

while temporarily located

in

alpine they must

have become impressed with the potential of the bench to provide them
with not only the necessities of life but even some of the luxuries william

always remembered the grass that covered the bench and the wild game

that was so plentiful

in one day william and a friend killed fourteen deer

near the bench just outside of alpine
it was in william

164

browns name that john whiting acquired one

twenty five just one
hundred sixty acres in the southwest quarter of section twentyfive
mile south of alpine

directly east of this parcel of land a homestead of

eighty acres was applied for

in

the name of george myers george was

in law having married his daughter mary ann the
john whitings son
soninlaw

188
182188
arrington great basin kingdom p 182
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myers and whitings
Whi tings had been neighbors
writings

in

salt lake city george named

after his father and mary ann named after her mother were childhood

sweethearts they consummated their love

in

she was

1871 by marriage

fifteen years old and he was nineteen they made their first home in salt

lake city where mary ann gave birth to a baby boy whom they named john
whiting myers no doubt named after his grandfather
while waiting for their home to be built
moved to alpine

anns

in

highland the myers

perhaps this decision may have been based on mary

memory of when her family lived there during the utah war when she

was two years old

the
mary

myers were not affiliated with the church they were outsiders

anns family

were not members and georges mother ann yost

myers had left the church and divorced his father when he began to
practice plural

marriage young georges father george mayer

been a successful mormon missionary in switzerland

165

had

he arrived home from

his mission in 1855 to his wife and five children still living at home

the

following spring the family was shocked to hear their father be called on

another mission by brigham young over the pulpit during a church
conference to help colonize las vegas ann did not want to leave the salt

lake valley to go to a more barren desert than they already lived

in

jud gement as to why the two different spellings of the
it is difficult to make an accurate judgement
name ann yost myers claimed this was not the last name of her husband george when she
married him in 1828 but when george married maria cable a second wife in 1856 ann claims
george changed his name to mayer
mayor

98

fifty one
george had been counseled to marry a plural wife he was fiftyone

when he married sixteen year old maria cable

one year later the las vegas

mission had failed and george returned with maria to salt lake city

he

paid a visit to his first wife ann who refused to let him enter the

home

166

born march 71 1852 george yost myers was the youngest of nine
children he was four years old when his father decided to leave the family

to go with his new wife to las vegas

because of his young age but
other family members

it

his memory may have been clouded

was kept fresh by the bitterness of ann and

diantha myers georges sister who was four years

older held a grudge towards her father and the mormon church for the

remainder of her life

nieces and nephews while visiting diantha

in

salt

lake city can still recall her refusing to let them shop at ZCMI because

it

was owned by the church they were told to spend their money at
walkers the gentile store

1117
167

although george did not openly express any animosity towards the

church he was not baptized

in hi
hiss

youth

member and
he married a non
nonmember

had no affiliation with the church until after his first wife died

the salt lake valley there were not many places
mormon could settle and flourish
16611

diary of george T mayer

outside of

in

utah where a non

it was a difficult

task for someone

dUtah
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keith adamson and alta adamson nash personal communication with author february
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outside the church to move into a mormon village and prosper but
highland was a place that provided great hope for outsiders like george
myers and his in laws the Whi
tings
whitings
writings

george therefore grew up without a father and without the church

he was forced to learn at an early age how to work hard and become
independent he filed for land
only seventeen years of age

in

highland as early as 1869 when he was

sometime around 1876 and shortly after his

marriage to mary ann whiting george left salt lake city and with the help
of his father in law john whiting built a home in highland

he worked

in

cottonwood canyon as a miner until he could make a living from his
farm

georges
georges prominence

58
168

in

highland was recognized in june of

1893 when he was appointed registrar of the new highland voting district

that same year a

school district was organized

in

highland with george

appointed as president of the board of trustees george was a leader in the
political and educational affairs of his new community

during the following year 1894 a virulent calamity fell upon the

myers home within two weeks

in

may george lost his wife and three of

his nine children in a diphtheria epidemic

broken hearted they were uncertain
brokenhearted

if

the

surviving children were

they could make it

in

this life

without a mother and their three siblings they passed on to their children

beck

history of highland p 4
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the unforgettable memory that was always vivid
constable george

C

in

mind seeing the
their mindseeing

munns arrive at their home then with the help of their

father they placed their loved ones into four homemade wooden caskets

the caskets were

nailed shut and carried to the wagon

the children then

yellowflowered
flowered wreath
placed on their mothers casket a homemade yellow
munns climbed up into the wagon and began to drive off

the

memory of

the children suddenly intensified when they saw the yellow wreath bounce
drawn wagon
horsedrawnwagon
off the pine box and fall on the bumpy dirt road as the horse
drove out of their sight their grief was so overwhelming that they could
hardly take another breath
in

169
1

june of 1895 george married his second wife mary lee wilson

she had migrated to highland from south carolina with her family and the
bolin family in 1892 after they had joined the mormon church

mary was

twenty one and george was forty two even though mary became
twentyone
mother to the remaining children

aunt mary

in

like a

the home they always referred to her as

because of marys influence george was baptized into the

mormon church with three of his older children on july 22 1899 in utah

rebaptized the same day to symbolize a new beginning with
rebaptizer
baptized
lake mary was re
her husband and

in

anticipation of an additional blessing since she had

IV keith adamson interviewed by author january
recording

101

17

1990 highland utah tape

been in

health since the birth of her second child

ill

george played a key role
reservoir

in

in

170

the construction of the silver lake

american fork canyon around the turn of the century this

became a new major source of water for highland mary lee and george
myers were the first settlers to raise all of their children through adulthood
and live out the remainder of their lives in highland their love and loyalty
for highland was an important reason why highland maintained a separate

identity from the surrounding communities

shortly after george was

baptized into the church a meeting was held to decide if the highland

branch should continue or

attend church

in

if

the people

in

the area should be allowed to

alpine american fork or lehi whichever they were closest

to while other people including jacob beck wanted to attend church

in

alpine and other local communities george myers is on record as arguing

in

favor of meeting as a separate congregation in the schoolhouse he
convinced others to agree and it was decided to continue the highland

branch

171

perhaps no other highland homesteader had a greater sense of

community than george

Y

myers

included in the first mormon handcart company of 1856 was the

john moyle family john was 48 his wife philippi was 40 they survived

17011
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the long journey pushing and pulling their carts with five of their children

stephen 15 henry 12 alfred 9 and john 5

elizabeth 19

172

an

older brother james who had preceded the family to utah could hardly

recognize them because they were so thin and emaciated thru lack of
sufficient food

173
n173

two years later
in

in

1858 they moved to alpine this may have been

conjunction with the utah war and the general move south by direction of

church leaders

in

the spring of that year despite the hardship that this

move caused the saints it also created economic opportunity for many of

them for example stephen moyle now seventeen received employment
to help build the barracks for johnstons army at camp floyd

stephen then went to work for a livestock company
cattle to oregon the northwest captured moyles affection
twelve years
mason

in

in

utah driving

he spent

oregon washington and california mostly working as a

he was proud to assist

in

the construction of the san quentin

prison near san francisco

throughout the twelve years that stephen was away john and
philippi desperately tried to contact their son through advertisements in

northwestern newspapers they eventually gave up fearing stephen was
dead they didnt know how lucky he was to be alive in the early sixties

eroy
leroy R hafen handcarts to zion p 279
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while working in the logging industry floating logs down the columbia river
moyle and two other companions were sleeping in a tent when indians

attacked their camp several men were killed including the two men lying
on either side of stephen

later that night he swam across the columbia

river a major feat of physical endurance to escape when he reached the
other side he fell to the ground unconscious from exhaustion

hours later

some loggers found him naked and provided him with some burlap sacks
which he wore for several days before he could obtain some clothing

the moyles
1867

james

175

174

finally received a letter from stephen in november

in a

letter dated december

1

1867 tried to encourage

stephen to return home he wrote
suppose you have heard of sister elizabeths death also her two
children
children henry is married and we expect to dance at alfreds wedding
very soon so that if you wish to participate in the same you will have to
take the stage and come at once john is not married yet neither is
joseph but unless you come home pretty soon the chances are that
we were very glad to learn that you
they will all get the start of you
we thought you must be dead mother mourned a
were still living
great deal for you so if we should be fortunate enough to see you again
1711
176
you will appear almost like one resurrected
I1

it was in 1870 when this resurrection occurred for the moyles

when stephen now 30 years old returned to alpine he approached his
jenny wild history of steven moyle unpublished manuscript jenny wild alpine
utah photocopy in possession of author highland utah

this is the grandfather of henry D moyle a member of the quorum of twelve apostles
and a counselor to david 0 mckay ninth president of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day
saints
176
176d
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mother and asked for directions to a certain place she was cordial but did
not recognize him he dejectedly walked away after going only a short

distance he returned to his mothers presence she inquired who he was

dont you

he responded

know me mother

im stephen your son

177

words are insufficient to describe the emotions this mother and son must
have felt during this momentous reunion

on january 9 1871 stephen married mary ann kelly who was
21

nine years younger than stephen

according to the earliest highland

records the moyles were the second family to move to highland
spring of 1874

178

in

the

they were the first residents of highland who came

from one of the surrounding communities moving only a few miles away
from their home in alpine

even though the moyles are considered locals

stephen was practically an outsider having been away from utah and his
family for so many years

he had no doubt observed how colonizers outside

of the great basin settled with their families on isolated farmsteads

therefore

it did

not seem untraditional to stephen to establish residency on

the bench outside the village

they

built a home near dry creek located in the south half of

section twenty six on may 16 1874 stephen with some help from family
and friends in alpine started to dig the first irrigation ditches

jenny wild
17

history of stephen moyle

george
17george C munns

history of highland
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in

highland for

residents of highland that same spring stephen cleared seventeen acres of
land and planted wheat corn and potatoes

179

through his hard work and resourcefulness stephen made a living
as a farmer in 1876 the moyles property and home were valued at 300

they owned no animals nor a vehicle but they
property not enumerated

180
0

did own

210 of taxable

this property may have been farm

equipment or valuable personal items
by 1878 his property and home had appreciated to 450

they

owned six head of cattle two horses and one swine all valued at 235

they had apparently purchased the most expensive vehicle horse buggy or
wagon on the bench valued at 100 total taxable value of property

1878 was 860

81
181
ibl

stephen moyle was the richest man

in

in

highland that

year based upon his reported taxable property

but no amount of money or property could have consoled stephen
the following year when his wife mary ann died just two weeks after their
eighth wedding anniversary on january 241879

the cause

of her death

was unknown mary ann had given birth to three sons william john

stephen edward and lionel the two youngest stephen and lionel must
have preceded their mother

in

death or died soon after because they are not

id
ibid

tah county assessment rolls 1876
utah

utah county assessment rolls 1878
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listed in the 1880 census

one year later stephen married alice greenwood moyle she was
the widow of alfred moyle stephens younger brother alice was an
expert seamstress

who had successfully supported herself since alfreds

death and financially helped her two brothers serve missions for the church

stephen with his three sons apparently moved to alpine where
alice had been living sometime

stephens farm

A

the brow of the

hill

in

the 1880s the family moved back to

new home was built on the north side of dry creek on

the

stephen gave eight

first home had burnt down

acres of his property to the county for the purpose of building a road after
the road had been surveyed and construction began

it

became obvious that

the road was going to go right through stephens house the county
Old timers still
wanted moyle to move the house which he refused to do oldtimers

humorously remember the jog in the road togo
to go around the home of stephen
moyle

182

later when modern improvements were made on the road the

home was moved supposedly at government expense

alice gave birth to eight children six girls and two boys the oldest
of whom they named after his father

stephen alice cordelia phillipa

barbara mary lovella and edna myrtle were all born

in

alpine edward was

the last child to be born there on april 25 1887 the family felt great
appreciation for this new long
longawaited
awaited son but when he was ten months

cora beck adamson history of highland
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old he became very

ill

and died a short time later alice was pregnant at the

time of edwards death and on september 8 1888 another daughter

blessed their home she was the first child
highland

in

their family to be born in

six years later velma elizabeth was born march 21 1894 the

baby of the family

1133
1113
183

at the age of two

velma was pushing a doll

carriage across a wooden bridge on the bull river when suddenly she
slipped into the river and was swept downstream

1134
1114
184

her tragic death

was not soon forgotten by highland residents explaining why some parents
forbade their children from going near the river at certain times of the
year

185

stephen moyle was tough and very independent he did not fear
fighting for what he believed was legally his even if it cost him his

membership in the mormon church

lehi alpine and american fork were

all

under the same church jurisdiction the utah stake

in

conflict with lehi city over water rights

stephen had come

it was a bitter battle and the

church was not a neutral party bishop evans of lehi and bishop
mccullough were united against moyle and other highland residents these
bishops and other preachers of the two cities

stephen moyle family group sheet
granddaughter salt lake city utah

used church pulpits to

book of remembrance

evelyn jensen personal communication with author may

19 1992

alta adamson nash personal communication with author may
utah
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may morgan

a

american fork utah

19 1991

american fork

preach against the horse thieves and apostates as they chose to call the
first settlers of the highland precinct who had moved out of the forts and

taken government land

the stake

in

186

this highland country

high council became involved in this conflict making a

ped him from the church
judgment against stephen moyle and disfellowshipped
disfellowship

his ancestors continue to quote his disconcerted but firm reaction
can cut me off from my church but they

god

tv

187

A law

cant cut
188

importance that it was referred to and quoted
rights

highland

me off from my

suit was filed and stephen finally won the case after it

had gone to the territorial supreme court

189

they

this judgment was of such
in legal

works on water

and the court decision was of vital importance to the history of

the court ruled that when such ditch

is enlarged by

others the

original owners not objecting and its capacity increased the parties so

enlarging the ditch become owners therein and

in

the water appropriated

thereby without any conveyance from the original owners

11190
190

stephen moyle was one of the great leaders of highland who had a

george C munns
may
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vision of its potential

the church he spoke
prophesied

that

it

after receiving back his
in

full membership privileges in

sunday school on august 20 1893 and

was only a matter of time when this bench would

become a very desirable place to live
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life on the bench was hard stephen and alice planned to retire to
american fork but before that happened stephen died on october 29
1901 at his home in highland after being

ill

for several months

alice soon

after his death moved to american fork where she lived until her death
1918

in

peter smith homesteaded the northwest corner of highland he

moved there sometime around 1890 with his wife ellen and their four

youngest children james jane joseph and hyrum there were three
additional children in the family but one had died and the whereabouts of

the other two were unknown peter and ellen were married

in

1875 seven

years before they migrated to the united states from scotland where they
had been born and joined the mormon church

smiths came to highland

is unknown but

the exact year that the

hyrum the youngest son was born

on the bench in 1891 so it was probably shortly before his birth that the
family moved from salt lake city

being scottish they no doubt loved the

recent name given to the bench and helped to propagate it

highland branch sunday school minutes church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
15 salt lake city utah
1415
archives microfilm 3796 3 14
on april 7 1894 stephen moyle became superintendent of the highland sunday school an
important calling he enjoyed until august 25 1901 when he was honorably released on account
of sickness
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peter was a farmer and his son james was listed on the 1900

census as a day laborer

working for jacob beck

ellen and

jane were

working to keep house and the two youngest children were away to

school when the census was taken

perhaps they were attending the

boarding school in american fork where other highland children would

attend during the week because of the difficulty
journey

in

making the daily
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peter died

in

1907 but ellen continued to reside on the bench with

joseph and hyrum three days after christmas

in

1915 tragedy struck the

before the family retired for the evening

in

an attempt to keep

family

warm a tub containing hot coals was placed in the new west wing addition
of the home where joseph lived with his new wife and their infant child

when ellen tried the next morning to wake up joseph to help with the
chores she discovered that he along with his wife and baby had suffocated
to death from a lack of ventilation

the christmas season

would never again

be the same for this sorrowing mother

ten years

later ellen died

in

1925 and shortly after her death

hyrum with his new family moved to carbon county where he worked as a
firefighters
fire
firefighter
fighter

later he moved back to lehi endeavoring to maintain the farm

on the bench

9
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stephen beck

conclusion
history of highland

blanche smith covington
buhler highland utah

p 2

history of hyrum smith

ill
ili
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book of remembrance ruby

regardless of what bishop evans of lehi or anyone else felt
towards those who were moving outside the boundaries of the established
mormon villages they could not put an end to it

the

first settlers on the

bench were determined despite an isolated environment of opposition and
hardship to not give up their legal right to public land they had as much
ideological faith in the government as they did theological faith in their

church most of the early residents of highland had migrated to utah after
becoming affiliated with the mormon church either as children before the

1860s or as adults after the gos they had come answering the call to
gather to zion but when they arrived they discovered that not all was well
in

zion

the villages near the headquarters of the church

in

salt lake city

were overpopulated leaving them the choice of either moving to
government property outside the village or migrating again to one of the
surrounding states where scores of new mormon towns were being
colonized in the 1870s and 1880s according to the village style of

settlement it was basically the alternative of fight or flight and because
they elected the former they became aberrant mormon settlers
everyone who lived
in

in

highland left their mark but the real heroes

highlands history are the original residents who persisted who did not

just move there on their way to some place else but who stayed there
struggled there and died there they were durable and courageous
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independent pioneers who came to utah
freedom and who stayed

in

in

adversity seeking religious

highland fighting for their individual liberty
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CHAPTER

4

OUTSIDERS AND OUTLIVERS

in reviewing

census information and the historical background of

highlands homesteaders an interesting pattern emerges the purpose of
this chapter is to examine the implications of the relationship between the
original homesteading residents and non
residents of highland and the area
nonresidents

from which they came

thirtyseven
seven homesteaders only
out of the original thirty

three were lehi residents five were from american fork and eight were
fifty seven percent of the original
affiliated with alpine twenty one or fiftyseven

homesteaders were from outside the area when we take these figures and
break them down according to the residents and non residents the statistics

become even more revealing

out of the first twenty homesteading

residents fifteen moved to highland from outside the area meaning only
five were from the surrounding communities and four of those five were

from alpine

fact citizens of american
these numbers illustrate an significant factcitizens

fork lehi and alpine did not want to leave their established community

in

order to reside on a larger tract of land outside the village there may have

existed a social stigma and general disdain towards settlers who resided on
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the bench farmers who lived beyond the outskirts of town were
considered to be in no mans land and according to bishop evans of lehi

they were viewed as being

in

subordination to village authority if they lived

snow packed
between the villagers and their source of water the snowpacked
mountains american fork and lehi being downstream apparently felt
more threatened by the new settlers than upstream alpine

resident

homesteaders on the bench who lived on their property with the intent to
make a living off the property were regarded as the greatest jeopardy by

farmers who relied so much on irrigation water for their bottom land

therefore moving outside a village to be closer to the headwaters was
considered a form of secession

the

original homesteaders of highland besides being labeled

residents and non residents can be classified into two additional distinct
groups

the

first group were outsiders

highland as a major physical move

who viewed their coming to

in a few

cases

it

was an act of

autonomy a calculated move away from the mormon village and the

church but

in

every instance they were newcomers to the area of north

utah county they had not lived

in

any of the surrounding villages and

probably did not have any close extended relatives living in the locality

many of these outsiders had migrated to utah after 1860 when most
villages had already been well established especially those along the

western side of the wasatch mountains these outsiders were not enough
115

into the mainstream of the church to receive a call from the mormon

prophet after migrating to utah to pack up and leave again on an assigned
mission of settling some uninhabited desolate region or if they were given

such a call

they were not willing to answer it

the second

group were settlers from nearby communities who will

livers
be referred to as out
outlivers
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these were people who had

surrounding area for quite some time

lived in the

many in this group consisted of the

younger generation newly married who wished to remain

in

the area but

because of the overpopulation were forced to move out of the village to
establish a farm and provide for their family these settlers did not perceive
their move as a breaking away but more as an extension

in its early

out livers to be an expansion community
stages highland appeared to the outlivers
not a detached town

out of the seventeen non
resident homesteaders only two were
nonresident
outsiders richard baker and lewis davis it appears with some
uncertainty that lewis davis and richard baker were from salt lake city it

was logical that when private agricultural land became available
purchased by those who lived
davis invest

in

in

it would be

close proximity why would baker and

property located several miles and several hours by

horseback away

it was earlier concluded in

chapter two that lewis davis

gross
is
A
borrowed
from
term
this
robert
the minutemen and their world
illis
york hill and wang 1976 p 15
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new

was somehow related to james davis because their land patent is finalized
on the same day

to invest

in

james from lehi had either convinced his older relation

bench land or james was using lewis name to purchase

additional property for himself

questions remain unanswered

richard baker who were his relatives and friends

in

in regard

to

north utah county to

make him aware of the availability of homestead property in highland

resident outsiders remain
nonresident
these two non

the

largely enigmatic

remaining fifteen non
resident homesteaders were outlivers
out livers
nonresident

in

eight percent of the homesteaders who did not establish
eightyeight
other words eighty

residency

in

highland were out
livers
outlivers

the opposite

is

true of resident

homesteaders out of the twenty original homesteaders who actually lived
seventy five percent were outsiders see table 2
on the bench seventyfive

only five

out livers and four of them were from upstream alpine the
residents were outlivers
fifteen original residents who were outsiders would have probably been

unaware of the negative stigma which existed among citizens

in

the

surrounding communities towards new settlers on the bench
TABLE 2
id ents
depicting relationship between the reside
ants
residents
residentsnon
ntsno n res
thirty seven
and the outsidersoutlivers of the thirtyseven
original homesteaders of highland

resident

non
resident
nonresident

TOTALS

outsiders

15

2

17

Out livers
outlivers

5

15

20

TOTALS

20

17

37
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the

fifteen heads of households who established residency as

outsiders were as follows john hart john hegan william householder
minnie jenkins george munns george myers john pool ann preece

heber preece james pullen harry savill edwin sawyer peter smith
edward winn and edward W winn none of these fifteen appeared

census of the neighboring communities prior to when they lived

in

in

any

highland

and no relations of the same last name were listed either As far as can be

ascertained by their historical background they were from outside the area

we do know that myers pool jenkins sawyer and winn came from salt
lake city although the move to the bench was an act of autonomy

it

was

probably not viewed by them as revolutionary or as an act of rebellion since

the settlement pattern
than

in

in

salt lake county was more scattered and isolated

utah county but their move to highland was viewed as an intrusion

by leading citizens of bordering communities

we also know that james pullen came from payson james had

a

home in highland and in american fork but we do not know which home he
resided in first

he

is

considered an outsider

in

this thesis but

if

he lived in

american fork before highland he would by definition be labeled an outliver

the

remaining eight outsiders

hart hegan householder munns preece

preece savill and smith had probably migrated to utah within a few years
previous to their location on the bench because they can not be identified
on the census in any other utah community see appendix
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D

the

five residents who were not outsiders were

jacob beck peter

beck hyrum healey stephen moyle and franklin gray gray was the only
one of the five who did not come from alpine he had lived in lehi all five
livers were young men who had recently married
of these out
outlivers

mormons
Mor
mons not so steeped
second generation cormons

in

they were

following their fathers

traditions their youth lack of experience and optimism enabled them to
move beyond the village boundaries in search of fresh opportunities

the

homestead laws and an economic system of free enterprise allowed these
outlivers
out livers to break away from the mormon theocratic orthodoxy of

consecration and to reside on a large tract of privately owned land all four
outlivers
out livers from alpine persisted in highland for several years either until their

death or old age gray on the other hand soon disappeared from the
bench

was his move a response to social pressure from family and other

close associates

in

lehi who convinced him consciously or subconsciously

that the bench was not a suitable place to raise a family
non residing homesteaders
livers dominated the number of nonresiding
outlivers
the out

fifteen to two see table 2

arza adams alexander adamson william

chadwick george cunningham george robinson and george spratley lived
in

american fork but homesteaded property on the bench william brown

james freestone james mcdaniel and richarad healey were from alpine
hannah briggs george comer james davis and edward harrison were
speculators from lehi finally nils heiselt owned property
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in

highland but

resided in pleasant grove even though pleasant grove was not a border

town it was located just a few miles to the southeast therefore heiselt will
be deemed an outliver

out livers shared
resident outlivers
nonresident
these fifteen non

a similar trait
they were
traitthey

older in age and more established in their lifestyle their average age when

their homestead patent was signed and finalized was fifty two

the

outliver

thirty eight when hisher
who lived in highland averaged thirtyeight
aisher homestead was
finalized
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there was

a difference of fourteen years between the

average age of the resident and non
resident outliver who homesteaded on
nonresident

the bench the average age of the original resident outsiders was almost
forty four when they received their land certificate just
fortyfour

average age of the out
livers see appendix
outlivers

in

between the

E

several conclusions can be made based on these figures first the
resident outliver could not cast aside the
older more experienced non
nonresident
traditional view of living in the village while maintaining a farm outside the
village

second there logically appeared no need to disrupt a familys

lifestyle to be a little closer to the farm

third there may have been a

masculine mormon view of men leaving their wives and families at home
while they went to work all day on the farm

privacy to accomplish their wifely duties

this allowed the women their

fourth

it

was also difficult to

remember that according to the homestead act homesteaders could not receive their
patent until they had proved residency or worked the land for at least five years this would
thirty three when they built
mean that the five resident outlivers
outlivers were probably younger than thirtythree
homes on highland soil
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maintain full activity in religious and civic affairs when one lived outside the

town

for these reasons as well as the emotional fear of being accused of

water piracy there were

in

the mormon culture of the nineteenth century

definite social disadvantages and disrepute attached to residing outside the
village

youth and impudence were requirements for outlivers
out livers to live on the

bench they did not regard the opinion of the city fathers nor the
establishment with the same esteem as the older generation their

brashness and strength prepared them to make
village

it on their own

outside the

perhaps their move beyond the outskirts of town was one of

necessity

in

order to find a place to raise their new family

village property

had already been settled and allocated which made building lots hard to

come by unless your family was among the village elite or wealthy
1.25
homestead property selling for 125
125 an acre was likely less expensive

than the smaller more revered town sites

the resident outsiders were

a more disparate group who came to

highland for assorted reasons they are middle aged not as old as non-

out livers see appendix
out livers but not as young as resident outlivers
resident outlivers

D

some of the younger outsiders were seeking a place to start a family while
older ones were looking for a place to start over As far as we know they
falling
were all mormon converts but a couple of them had been through a failing

out with the church such as john pool and george myers before they
came to highland

after moving to highland and fighting with surrounding
121

communities over water some were driven even further from the church

such as pool and edward winn most of these fifteen outsiders were
persisters
sisters it is impossible to determine their length
transient they were not per
of stay in highland

twelve of the fifteen received their patent before 1890

had the federal census of 1890 not been destroyed it would have been of

great assistance

stayed

in trying

dj

in highlandj
highlands
highland
Highlan

to determine the length of time these outsiders

but only two lived on the bench after the nineteenth

century george myers and edward winn the transient rate

in

highland

was extremely high an indication that many of the resident outsiders were

speculators these transients were continually looking for the proverbial
11

greener
11greener grass

and when highland did not produce it they moved on

hoping to find some place that did

the

historical records are scant on many of these original

homesteaders their length of stay
been lost to history

in

highland and where they went has

but before their departure they must have felt the

general disdain towards them from citizens

regarded them as outside intruders

the

in

surrounding communities who

first settlers assuredly experienced

the hard work of clearing the rocky sage brush covered land and the
challenge of growing crops with a shortage of water therefore it did not

take many of them long to decide that other valleys or benches would be
more receptive and productive
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CHAPTER 5

conclusion
almost from its inception

in

AND AFTERMATH

1830 the mormon church sanctioned

separate segregated settlements commencing

in kirtland

ohio members

of the church were encouraged to physically gather together and live in

close proximity amid persecution they fled to missouri
establishing zion a communal order seen

smith

in vision by

in

hopes of

the prophet joseph

from this time forward every community established by the church

was patterned after the holy city closeknit
close knit communities

it

was believed

would facilitate the saints physical and spiritual preparation for the second

coming of jesus christ

after the death of joseph smith mormons migrated to the great
basin in 1847

under the strong leadership of brigham young the building

of zion was reenacted over and over again with the establishment of each

new community beginning with salt lake city these homogeneous
communities have individually become known by historians and sociologists

as the mormon village

the church

hierarchy earnestly encouraged this

confined style of settlement which allotted the construction of homes in

tight neighborhoods spacious farms and fields were located outside the city
123

limits

from 1847 to 1869 the church controlled the land laws and the

administration of practically all land transactions

however this changed

when in 1869 the homestead act of 1862 finally became recognized as law
in

utah this act along with the coming of the railroad had an impact on

the future colonization pattern of utah saints and gentiles were no longer
migration away from
obligated to the church for their land holdings an out
outmigration

the village to isolated homesteads ensued
highland utah was an appealing place for homesteaders to locate

situated near the mouth of the american fork canyon and wedged between
the established communities of lehi american fork and alpine the bench
of highland appeared to offer plenty of land and water while the nearby
villages carried sufficient supplies for subsistence

however when outsiders

began to build homes and plant crops using water from either the mountain
made ditches
streams or man
manmade

were not held

in high

A social

it quickly

became evident that homesteaders

esteem by villagers

stigma existed

in

the surrounding communities towards

residents on the bench this is evidenced by examining the original thirty
seven homesteaders on the bench out of these thirty seven seventeen did
not reside on their property

resident homesteader was
nonresident
the non

older and well established in one of the surrounding communities

typically

they

were individualistic but not village dissenters investing in bench land was
not opposed or viewed as a threat by neighboring citizens but residing there
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proved to be a different story
A

second evidence of the stigma that existed is shown by the large

percentage of resident homesteaders who came from outside the area only
five out of the first twenty residents on the bench came from the three

neighboring villages and four of them were from the smallest of the three

towns alpine the only town upstream from highland highland was not an
expansion or overflow community it was an unusual settlement colonized
primarily by an aberrant group of outsiders who took advantage of the arrival

of the railroad and the homestead laws in utah

the settlers

of highland did not represent the

chos
whos who

of

mormons
cormons
Mor mons they were not prominent pioneers they were tough

autonomists seeking to establish a place of their own with little regard for

the spirit of community as defined by the church after moving to the
bench their scattered condition made it difficult to cultivate any community

sense or awareness the first highland residents did not enjoy the same
bonds of brotherhood and kinship which characterized the homogeneous
mormon village any solidarity which existed among the early settlers on

the bench was probably the result of uniting to fight surrounding
communities for water
highland developed a social order that allowed enormous turnover

yet it was able to maintain continuity through a small core of stable
residents george myers edward winn stephen moyle jacob beck peter
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beck and hyrum healey were resident homesteaders who not only prepared
foundations for their homes but for an eventual community
in

1888 a little red school house was constructed on the property

homesteaded by john hegan

four years later the mormon church

organized a small ecclesiastical congregation of saints called a branch

the

order of these events provides another example of the deviance in

highlands establishment

in almost all other communities

the church was

built first and school was conducted during the week in the church but in

highland church was held on sunday in the school this important centrally
located building stimulated social gatherings and local interactions more

frequently around the turn of the century new residents arrived on the

bench who developed a keen sense of community pride many of their

descendants still reside

in

highland today 1992

on property which has

belonged to the family for decades these newcomers who moved to
highland after many of the original homesteaders had left became the

nucleus around which the town has developed
A

in

ninetytwo
two years
the last ninety

retrospective view of highlands history suggests there are chains

continuity common threads that bind her past with the present
of continuitycommon

the first

residents who moved on the bench desired to separate themselves from the
established villages they were seeking autonomy space and solitude a
different social structure not available
communities

in

pre twentieth century
most utah pretwentieth

people continue even now to move to highland for the same
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reason to detach themselves
reasonto
and cities

from the sociality and hubbub of larger towns

highland is the only community in utah to have a city ordinance

limiting the availability of cable television

196

certain channels such as

MTV are perceived by the city to be an impingement on the moral

environment of the community also highland zoning ordinances currently
prohibit any business development within the city limits

present highland

residents do not want their community to become a commercialized center
of activity like many other nearby towns

highland residents continue to

reflect a distinctive characteristic of retrenchment from the more ordinary

communities of our day
early residents of highland could not have subsisted on the bench

without using water from other communities ditches or at least enlarging or
connecting with ditches that had already been built today highland
continues to be dependent for certain basic services from surrounding
communities which sometimes leads to conflict and controversy not
completely unlike the water wars in years past
198
98
police198
police98

and police

cemetery plots

199
services199

protection garbage and sewer systems library services

1highland exercising right to limit cable programming
highland
214
iggi
21 199130
1991 B
march 211
b11l

bl

19711

97
fire197
fire

highland receives american fork fire protection

deseret news salt lake city

american fork ci
citizen october 29

1986
IN
inhighland
highland

to stay with alpine police

american fork citizen august

199highland
highland resolves issues pays library bill
199
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15 1988

Citi zem
american fork citizen
zeb february 3 1988

200
00
programs200

programs would not be available to highland residents if
and recreation programs00

they were not purchased shared or contracted out either privately or
publicly with other municipalities

As highland continues to grow the town

becomes more self reliant there has not been any recent contention with

lehi over water but currently highland and american fork are
quandary over a boundary dispute
in

in a

201

1978 one hundred and four years after john and sarah pool

with their family became the first residents highland was incorporated

john and sarah probably never visualized a city on the bench

if

they hadr
had

they may have never come but the pools independent spirit and
autonomous attitude continue to be hallmarks of the community they never
realized they had originated

the

first family of fifteen has now grown into

a thriving city of five thousand

american fork cant subsidize other cities says city recreation director
1
iggi
1991
18
september
199
fork citizen
citize
20q

201 t

american fork highland boundary has city in a quandary

june M
10 1992
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american

american fork citizen

appendix A

occupations of male heads of households
highland 1880 & 1900
occupation

1880

1900

JL

JL

JL

farmer
farmer and doctor

13

618
61.8
618

29

907
90.7
907

1

48
4.8

farmer and miner

3

142
14.2
142

stock raiser
day laborer

1

1

31
3.1
31

mason

1

31
3.1

fruit grower

1

48
48
4.8
48

48
4.8

1

teamster

1

flour miller

1

TOTALS

48

31
31
3.1
31

48
48
4.8
48
48
4.8

100

21

32

100

source homestead plat book bureau of land management salt lake city
utah

utah county assessment rolls provo utah
manusc
fript
ript census 1880
manuscript
US manasc

129

&

1900

appendix

B

ages of highlands total population
1880

&

1900

1880

1900

JL
children
19
0019
young
20
39
2039

43

489
48.9
489
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605
60.5
605

30

34.1
341

39

200
20.0
200

13

148
14.8
148

31

159
15.9
159

2

22
2.2

22

7

36
3.6

middle

59
40
4059
elderly

60
TOTALS

88

100

source US manuscript census
1880 alpine american fork utah county
1900 highland precinct utah county
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195

36
100
loo

appendix C
birthplaces of highland heads of households
1880 & 1900

1880

birthplace

1900

JL

JL

england

12

57.1
571

8

250
25.0
250

denmark

3

144
14.4
144

3

94
9.4

sweden

1

31
3.1

holland

1

scotland

canada
new york

1

1

48
48
4.8

48
48
4.8

94
31
3.1
31

94

3

94
9.4

1

31
3.1

1

31
3.1
31

64

north carolina
pennsylvania

2

64
6.4

1

massachusetts

1

missouri

1

31
3.1
31
31
3.1
31
31
3.1
31
3.1
31

iowa

1

48

48
4.8

1

wyoming

utah
TOTAL

1

3
21

144
14.4
144

7

100

source US manuscript census 1880
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&

32
1900

31
3.1

219
21.9
219

100

APPENDIX D

1860
1900
18601900
census history of highland homesteaders

residents
1860

1870

1880

1900

outsiders
Out livers
outlivers

jacob beck

alpine

highland

highland

outliver

peter beck

alpine

highland

highland

outliver

franklin T gray

lehi

highland

outliver

highland

outsider

NAMES

john

hart
hyrum healey
john hegan
C

alpine

william

householder
minnie jenkins

ogden

stephen moyle
george C munns
george myers

highland

deceased

outliver

highland

outsider

highland

outsider

highland

SLC

outsider

highland

highland

outliver

outsider

SLC

john pool

SLC

highland

highland

outsider

ogden

highland

moved

outsider

albert preece
john heber

SLC
SLC

highland

outsider

highland

outsider

james

payson

highland

preece

F

pullen

am fork

outsider

harry savill

highland

outsider

edwin sawyer

highland

outsider

peter smith

highland

outsider

edward winn

highland

outsider

edward W winn

highland

outsider

highland does not receive a separate designation on the census until after
1900 but these families were living on the bench even though they are
listed on the census in american fork or alpine
source federal manuscript census
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APPENDIX D

cont

1860
1900
18601900

census history of highland homesteaders
non
residents
nonresidents
NAMES

1860

1870

1880

1900

outsiders
Out livers
outlivers

arza adams
alexander adamson

am fork

am fork
am fork

am fork
am fork

deceased

outliver

deceased

outliver

salt lake
city

moved or

outsider

deceased

lehi

lehi

deceased

william brown

alpine

alpine

alpine

outliver

george

lehi

lehi

lehi

outliver

lehi

am fork
am fork

am fork
am fork

outliver

in

sanpete
co

richard baker
hannah briggs
L

lehi

comer

william chadwick

george
cunningham

am fork

am fork

james davis

lehi

lehi

moved or

outliver

outliver
outliver

deceased

salt lake

lewis davis

city

james freestone

alpine

edward harrison
pl
PI

grove

outsider

deceased

alpine

alpine

moved

outliver

lehi

lehi

lehi

outliver

alpine
pl
PI grove

alpine

outliver

richard healey
nils heiselt

m
moved
oved or

pl
PI

grove

moved or

outliver

deceased

james W mcdaniel
george

D

robinson
robinso n

george spratley

am fork
am fork

alpine

alpine

am fork

am fork
am fork

source federal manuscript census
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moved

outliver

am fork

outliver

deceased

outliver

appendix

E

average age of non
QUt
qutlivers
livers
ivers when
outi
outiivers
resident gut
nonresident
homestead was finalized

AGE WHEN
HOMESTEAD

NAME

YEAR OF
BIRTH

YEAR
HOMESTEAD
RECEIVED

arza adams

1804

1875

71

alexander adamson

1837

1892

53

hannah briggs

1822

1878

56

william brown

1843

1882

39

william chadwick

1848

1900

52

george comer

1855

1887

32

george cunningham

1840

1885

45

james davis
james freestone

1804

1885

81

1841

1887

46

edward harrison

1856

1887

31

richard healey

1868

1902

34

nils heiselt

1832

1883

51

f11846
fa
84

1883

377

1800

1882

84

1813

1882

69

james mcdaniel
george robinson
george spratley
AV
AVERAGES
RAGES

1

1834

1

134

1886

FINALIZED

1

52

average age of resident out
livers when
outlivers
outlive
homestead was finalized

NAME

YEAR OF
BIRTH

YEAR
HOMESTEAD
RECEIVED

AGE WHEN
HOMESTEAD
FINALIZED

jacob beck

1850

1884
1884

34

peter beck
hyrum healey

1851

18
1v
1896

45

1852

1890

38

stephen moyle
franklin gray

1840

1881

41

1850
1850

1882

32
22

AVERAGES

1848.6
18486

1

135

1886.6
18866

38
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